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Abstract 
This thesis deals with the transition from progressive to global buckling of axially 
loaded thin-walled aluminium extrusions. The behaviour of the extrusions was 
studied experimentally and numerically using the finite element code LS-DYNA. 
Material tests were performed to provide stress-strain characteristics of the material 
to be used in the numerical simulations. 
 
The transition between progressive and global buckling of axially loaded 
aluminium extrusions in alloy AA6060 temper T6 was studied by quasi-static and 
dynamic tests. The primary variables in the tests were the local (b/h = 17.78 - 40) 
and global (L/b = 5 - 24) slenderness of the extruded members and the impact 
velocity. The critical global slenderness is defined as the slenderness where direct 
global buckling or a transition from progressive to global buckling occurs. In the 
quasi-static tests the critical global slenderness was found to be an increasing 
function of the local slenderness. In contrast, the critical global slenderness was a 
decreasing function of the local slenderness when the impact velocity was 20 m/s. 
The energy absorption was found to be very dependent on the collapse mode. 
Significantly more energy is absorbed in the progressive buckling mode than in the 
global bending mode. In the case of transition from progressive to global buckling, 
the energy absorption depends on the time of transition. The difference in energy 
absorption between the different deformation modes decreases for increasing 
impact velocity. This is due to inertia forces preventing the direct global buckling 
mode and the early transition from progressive to global buckling.  
 
In addition to experimental tests, numerical simulations using LS-DYNA were 
carried out. A numerical model was validated against the experimental tests. Good 
agreement between the progressive buckling pattern in the numerical simulations 
and experimental tests was found. The numerical simulations were capable of 
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giving a relatively accurate prediction of the collapse mode found in the 
experimental tests. However, the numerical model underestimated the mean force 
level found in the experimental tests. Thus, additional simulations were performed 
to investigate the influence from some key parameter on the mean force level. 
Stabilization of the behaviour and increasing the critical global slenderness by use 
of a trigger has been investigated. The introduction of a heat affected zone at the 
impacted end caused the progressive buckling to start from this end. This had a 
positive effect on the critical buckling length. 
 
Finally the maximum and mean forces found in the experimental tests were 
compared to existing analytical expressions and a design code. A relatively good 
agreement was found. The collapse modes observed in the quasi-static 
experimental tests were compared to analytical models for predicting the response 
of axially loaded aluminium extrusions. The analytical models for predicting the 
global buckling gave relatively accurate results.  
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Notation 
A    cross-sectional area 
,a b    plate length and width 
cA    area enclosed by the cross-section 
eA    effective cross-section 
b    width of the test specimen 
mb    mb b h= −  
ineC    dynamic amplification constant 
D    plate stiffness 
( ) ( ) ( ), ,d t d t d t   rigid body displacement, velocity and acceleration 
( ) ,b bd t d   calculated axial displacement at buffer activation time 
maxd    maximum deformation 
E    modulus of elasticity 
*, ,EI EI EI  bending stiffness, bending stiffness of compressed column 
and bending stiffness of partly compressed column 
pE  energy absorbed at bottoming out for a member collapsing 
progressively 
sE    secant modulus 
rE    double modulus 
tE    tangent modulus 
TE    energy absorbed at transition  
le    engineering strain in length direction 
ue    engineering strain at maximum engineering stress 
F , ( )F t   axial force, dynamic force 
0
avgF    dynamic mean force 
0f    characteristic strength in Eurocode 9 
pf    proportionality limit of the material 
h , 1h , 2h , 3h , 4h  wall thickness, nominal wall thickness 
Notation 
 ix 
0 ,  h h    initial and final thickness of gauge area 
H    potential of external load 
contacth    thickness used in contact formulation 
effh    effective thickness 
initialh    initial wall thickness 
I    second moment of area 
EIk    reduction factor, bending stiffness 
1k , 2k   reduction factors, asymmetry and mechanical 
imperfections respectively 
kσ    buckling load coefficient 
L    free length of the test specimen 
1 2, ,L L L  length of deformed, undeformed and total length of partly 
compressed column 
l    length 
bl    measured distance to buffer 
edgel    element side edge length 
kL    buckling length 
m    hardening parameter (Ramberg Osgood) 
M    moment 
BM    mass of projectile 
NM    nose mass of load cell 
capM , pM   moment capacity 
yM    moment at ”yielding” in deformed part of column 
n    hardening parameter (power law) 
N    axial load 
,b RdN    critical buckling load 
crN    elastic column buckling load 
EN    Euler buckling load 
mN    mean force (progressive buckling) 
pN    axial plastic load capacity 
( )P t    measured force (at the location of the strain gauges) 
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maxP    maximum load 
mP    mean force 
*
mP  energy absorbed until transition divided by bottoming out 
length 
R    plastic strain ratio 
t    time 
bt    buffer activation time 
s    engineering stress 
1s    characteristic stress 
U    internal elastic energy 
u    total deflection 
0u    initial imperfection 
0v    impact velocity 
kV , mV    strain rate constants 
W    elastic section modulus 
w    out of plane deflection 
0 ,  w w    initial and final width of gauge area 
Tw    deformation at time of transition 
α    imperfection factor according to Eurocode 9 
χ     reduction factor for flexural buckling 
δ    total deformation, total deflection amplitude 
0δ    initial imperfection amplitude 
00δ , 0 fδ   initial and final imperfection amplitude in collapse model 
gδ , lδ    global and local initial imperfections 
b∆    accuracy parameters 
,  p pt wd dε ε  incremental plastic strains in thickness and width 
directions 
pε    true plastic strain  
lε    true strain in length direction 
p
lε    true plastic strain in length direction 
zε    normal strain 
Notation 
 xi 
0ε    material parameter in power law hardening curve 
φ    solidity ratio 
1mγ    partial safety factor 
η    structural effectiveness 
eη    factor for local buckling in class 4 elements ( e eA Aη = ) 
Sη    plastic reduction factor according to Stowell theory 
κ    reduction factor that accounts for welding 
λ    proportionality limit, slenderness ratio 
0λ    limit of horizontal plateau according to Eurocode 9 
kλ    reduced slenderness ratio 
kλ    slenderness ratio k kL iλ =  where i I A=  
pλ    reduced slenderness ratio for the plate 
ν    Poisson’s ratio 
θ    rotation 
0ρ    density of extrusion material  
cρ     local buckling coefficient 
σ    true stress 
0 ,  ,  n nQ Cσ   material constants 
0σ    characteristic stress 
0.2σ    0.2 % proof strength 
crσ    critical stress 
,cr plσ    critical stress for a plate 
,
el
cr plσ    elastic buckling capacity of a plate 
,
pl
cr plσ    plastic buckling capacity of a plate 
,
St
cr plσ    buckling stress according to Stowell theory 
E
crσ    Euler buckling stress 
,pl t
crσ    plastic buckling stress, tangent modulus theory 
globalσ    global buckling stress 
.progσ    progressive buckling stress 
yσ    yield stress 
xxσ , yyσ   true stress components 
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zσ    normal stress 
fς    rigid body load factor 
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1 Introduction 
The demand for aluminium has increased drastically during the last 100 years. The 
automotive industry is a particularly interesting customer for aluminium producers, 
since environmental demands have forced this rather conservative automotive 
industry into considering new materials and technical solutions. Reducing the 
weight of the car is of special importance in order to reduce fuel consumption and 
consequently lower carbon dioxide emissions. Because of the low density of 
aluminium compared to steel, a weight reduction of up to 300 kg is possible in a 
medium size vehicle (1400 kg) with the extensive use of aluminium. This has made 
the aluminium space frame concept, see Figure 1-1, interesting for the automotive 
industry. As a result, the average European car contains a variety of cast and 
extruded aluminium components such as cylinder heads, wheels, radiators, side 
impact bars, bumper beams and crash boxes. These components typically amount 
to 65 kg or 6 % of the total weight.  
 
 
Figure 1-1 Audi A2 space frame.  
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1.1 Problem definition 
As aluminium is a relatively new material in car body design, thorough testing is 
required to validate its energy absorbing characteristics, since the automotive 
industry has become increasingly more concerned about safety of the passengers in 
the case of a crash. In addition to national safety standards, different programmes 
exist that evaluate the crashworthiness of new cars. These programmes make it 
easier for the safety focused customer to choose a crashworthy car. For a vehicle to 
perform well in a New Car Assessment Programme (NCAP) test or in a real life 
impact, it is important that the energy absorption capabilities are predictable. Thus, 
these capabilities have to be evaluated in order to ensure the integrity of the 
passengers’ compartment. 
 
1.1.1 Collapse mode of axially loaded thin-walled extrusions 
In modern car body design, extruded thin-walled aluminium members are used in 
crash boxes, bumper beams and space frames. For longitudinal members the 
energy absorption should take place by extensive folding or progressive buckling 
of the extruded aluminium members, see Figure 1-2. This is a preferable 
deformation mode as the energy absorption is at a maximum and the dynamic load 
shortening characteristics of the members can easily be predicted. However, when 
increasing the length of the members or changing the thickness, a change in 
response to either global buckling or a transition mode may occur. This may lead to 
far less efficient energy absorption and transmission of large forces to other parts 
of the structure. 
 
1.1.2 Finite element methods and vehicle crashworthiness 
Numerical methods such as the finite element method are invaluable tools in the 
assessment of the crash behaviour of vehicles. Numerical simulations enable 
evaluation to be made of new materials, technologies and designs without 
expensive, time consuming testing. The first vehicle impact simulations had only 
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lumped masses, springs and dampers where the stiffness and other physical 
properties of each spring had to be found from testing on the corresponding 
structural component. This has led to an improvement and refinement numerical 
models used in the finite element method. Nowadays two- and three-dimensional 
finite elements describe the true geometry and mass of the vehicle. The latest 
models have approximately 600 000 elements and the number of elements will 
probably continue to increase. 
 
Even with the improvement of the numerical code it is important to validate the 
numerical models against physical tests. In the space frame concept the major part 
of the deformation will take place as a combination of progressive buckling and 
bending. It is important that the numerical model is capable of handling both these 
collapse modes. The numerical model should be able to predict the collapse mode 
with a high level of certainty in order to ensure robust design. 
 
 
Figure 1-2 Collapse modes for axially loaded thin-walled components; progressive, global 
and transition mode. 
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1.2 Previous work 
Energy absorption in thin-walled tube-like structures have been extensively studied 
and comprehensive reviews can be found in the literature (Johnson and Reid, 1978, 
1986; Reid, 1993; Alghamdi, 2001; Jones, 2003; Abramowicz, 2003). However, a 
limited amount of information about the behaviour of long aluminium tubes 
subjected to axial impact has been found.  
 
Abramowicz and Jones (1984, 1986, 1997) performed static and dynamic tests on 
steel tubes and found that the critical length/width ratio, i.e. the global slenderness 
at which the transition to global buckling occurs, increased for increasing 
width/thickness ratios. Hsu and Jones (2003, 2004) performed experimental tests 
on cylindrical AA6061-T6 aluminium shells, where the influence from striking 
mass, initial velocity and specimen length on the behaviour of the tubes was 
studied. It was found that the inertia properties of the striker have an important 
effect on the initiation of buckling for high velocity impacts and that the 
development of the buckling process is sensitive to the initial velocity and the 
specimen length. Karagiozova and Alves (2004a-b) studied the transition from 
progressive buckling to global bending of circular shells. Through experimental 
tests and numerical simulations they found that the critical buckling length was 
very dependent on the impact velocity (Karagiozova and Alves, 2004a) Simple 
theoretical models (Karagiozova and Alves, 2004b) were used to analyze the 
numerical results. Karagiozova (2003) found that variation of the yield stress can 
change the collapse mode of axially loaded long circular tubes from progressive 
buckling to global bending. Teramoto and Alves (2004) studied the buckling 
transition of axially impacted open shells as a function of the impacting mass and 
velocity. No unique collapse transition was found for the open shells. 
 
A considerable amount of work has been carried out on relatively short tubes that 
have been subjected to axial impact. Langseth et al. (1996, 1999) found that the 
tubes folded in a symmetric mode during static testing, while a mixture of local 
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buckling modes was found in the dynamic tests. The mean dynamic force was 
higher than the mean static force for a given displacement. Gupta and Abbas 
(2001) considered the influence from varying wall thickness during the crushing 
process of relatively short circular tubes. They found that the change in thickness 
during folding had little effect on the crushing load. Karagiozova et al. (2001, 
2000) have carried out numerical studies on progressive buckling and inertia 
effects, and found the energy absorption to be both mass and velocity sensitive. 
Larger energies can be absorbed when increasing the impact velocity and reducing 
the striking mass. The influence from stress wave propagation on the initiation of 
dynamic progressive and dynamic plastic buckling were studied numerically by 
Karagiozova and Jones (2001, 2000). Su et al. (1995) studied the influence from 
inertia and strain rates on the behaviour of energy absorbing structures. The 
dynamic behaviour differed considerably from the quasi-static behaviour even 
when strain rate effects were excluded. 
 
It can be concluded from existing studies that the response of thin-walled 
extrusions to axial impact depends on several factors, such as:  
 
¾ Geometry: length, width and thickness of the member. 
¾ Material properties: elasticity modulus, yield stress and strain hardening. 
¾ Boundary conditions: clamped, pinned or free. 
¾ Impact velocity: strain rate and inertia effects. 
¾ Imperfections: amplitude and shape. 
 
1.3 Objectives and scope 
In the present study the main objectives have been to investigate the behaviour of 
axially loaded square thin-walled aluminium extrusions. The objectives are met by 
a combination of laboratory tests and numerical simulations. The experiments are 
used to validate a numerical model for parametric studies.  
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The following activities were defined.  
 
¾ Material tests were performed to provide material data for analytical 
modelling and numerical simulations. To establish the variation in material 
parameters all thicknesses were tested. In addition three different directions 
were tested for one thickness to evaluate the anisotropy of the material.  
¾ Experimental investigations were carried out on the behaviour of axially 
loaded thin-walled aluminium extrusions. Four different thicknesses were 
tested quasi-statically and at two different impact velocities. The influence 
of specimen geometry and impact velocity on the response was 
investigated. 
¾ A numerical model of quasi-static and dynamic axial loading of aluminium 
extrusion has been established for validation purposes. Focus was placed 
on the force-deformation response and the ability to predict the correct 
deformation mode.  
¾ The numerical model was used in a parametric study in which the 
influence from velocity, material properties and triggers were investigated. 
¾ A comparison between the experimental results and existing analytical 
methods and the design code for aluminium structures Eurocode 9 were 
performed. 
¾ An analytical model for the response of axially loaded thin-walled 
aluminium extrusions has been established and compared to the 
experimental results. 
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2 Material properties 
This chapter provides stress-strain characteristics of extruded profiles made of 
aluminium alloy 6060 temper T6. This is an Al-Mg-Si-alloy with the nominal 
composition shown in Table 2-1. Specimens were cut from different directions in 
order to study the anisotropy of the material.  
 
The material tests were performed to provide material data for analytical modelling 
and numerical simulations. 
 
2.1 Uniaxial tensile tests 
2.1.1 Test specimen and test setup 
The aluminium alloy AA6060-T6 has been characterized by means of uniaxial 
tensile tests. Three test specimens were cut in the extrusion direction from 
members with different wall thicknesses. The geometry of the test specimens is 
depicted in Figure 2-1. 
 
In order to investigate the anisotropy of the material, three test specimens were 
machined from each of the 0°, 45° and 90° directions of the 3.5 mm thick 
extrusions, where 0° is the extruding direction. Owing to the size of the aluminium 
profile, small test specimens with an overall length of 80 mm had to be used, see 
Figure 2-2.  
 
Table 2-1 Chemical composition of aluminium alloy 6060. 
Si Fe Mg Mn Cu Ti B Zn Al 
0.44 % 0.22 % 0.48 % 0.016 % 0.003 % 0.007 % 0.001 % 0.01 % balance 
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Figure 2-1 Large test specimens for tensile testing. 
 
 
Figure 2-2 Small test specimens for tensile testing. 
 
The material tests were performed in an Instron hydraulic testing machine under 
displacement control at a constant strain rate of approximately 4 15 10 s− −⋅ . The 
length strain was measured with an extensometer, which was attached until 
fracture.  
 
2.1.2 Identification procedure 
For each test the true stress σ  and the true strain in the length direction lε  were 
calculated as 
 (1 )ls eσ = +  (2-1) 
 ln(1 )l leε = +  (2-2) 
where s  and le  are the corresponding engineering values of stress and strain. From 
these values true plastic strain was calculated as 
 pl l E
σε ε= −  (2-3) 
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where E  is the modulus of elasticity and superscript p  indicates plastic strain. It 
was chosen to represent the stress-strain curves of the material in a parametric form 
of the type 
 
2
0
1
(1 exp( ))peff i i eff
i
Q Cσ σ ε
=
= + − −∑  (2-4) 
where the constants 0σ , iQ  and iC  were obtained using the method of least 
squares. Table 2-2 compiles the material parameters and 0.2 % proof strengths 
obtained from tensile tests in the 0º direction for all thicknesses and from tensile 
tests in the 0º, 45º and 90º directions for 3.5 mm thickness. 
 
The plastic strain ratio is defined as the ratio of the width-to-thickness incremental 
plastic strain and gives information on the plastic flow of the material. 
Mathematically it is expressed as (Hosford and Caddel, 1993) 
 
p
w
p
t
dR
d
ε
ε=  (2-5) 
where pwdε  and ptdε  are the incremental plastic strains in the width and thickness 
directions, respectively. Since only the longitudinal strain was measured during the 
test, the incremental width and thickness strains were not available. However, 
assuming that the plastic strain ratio is constant during straining, which is often a 
good approximation, the R -value can be estimated based on measurements of 
width and thickness outside the necking area as (Hosford and Caddel, 1993) 
 ( )( )
0
0
ln /
ln /
w w
R
h h
≈  (2-6) 
where 0w  and w  are the initial and final width and 0h  and h are the initial and 
final thickness of the gauge section. 
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2.1.3 Test results 
The measured average R -values were in the range of 0.43 – 0.52, 0.20 – 0.29 and 
1.28 - 1.48 for the 0º, 45º and 90º directions respectively. The strain ratio, R , 
equals unity for an isotropic material. Hence, the measured R -values clearly 
indicate anisotropy in plastic flow for AA6060-T6 alloy. In the 0º and 45º 
directions, the thickness strain is greater than the width strain, while in the 90º 
direction the width strain is the largest. These data are important in the 
identification of an anisotropic yield criterion for the alloy when the associated 
flow rule is accepted (Hosford and Caddel, 1993). 
 
Typical true stress-true strain curves for the different thicknesses are shown in 
Figure 2-3. The results from all material tests are presented in Appendix A. Only 
small variations were observed between the stress-strain curves for the same 
thickness. The figure shows that the AA6060-T6 alloy experiences small variations 
in strength for specimens with different thickness (see also Table 2-2). The largest 
difference in 0.2 % proof stress, approximately 5 %, was observed between 
members with wall thickness of 2.5 mm and 4.5 mm. 
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100
150
200
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ss
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Figure 2-3. Typical true stress vs. true plastic strain curves for different wall thicknesses 
(0° direction). 
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Figure 2-4 presents the true stress-strain curves from the 0º, 45º and 90º directions 
for wall thickness 3.5 mm. Results from all tests in all directions are presented in 
Appendix A. The scatter in stress-strain curves for the same direction was small. It 
is evident that the AA6060-T6 alloy experiences insignificant anisotropy in 
strength, 0.2σ , (see also Table 2-2). The strength in the 90º direction is 
approximately 2 % higher than the strength in the 45º direction. 
 
Table 2-2 Tensile test data for large specimens with different thickness (0° direction) and 
small specimens in different directions (3.5 mm thickness). 
Thickness/ 
Direction 
0σ  1Q  1C  2Q  2C 0 i
i
Qσ + ∑ 0.2σ  
 [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [-] [N/mm2] [-] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] 
2.0 mm 122 81 6086 47 24 249 205 
2.5 mm 115 79 7565 68 19 262 196 
3.5 mm 148 48 10492 49 22 246 199 
4.5 mm 90 114 4295 47 24 250 206 
0° 128 78 2749 49 21 255 208 
45° 166 44 1621 43 19 253 209 
90° 167 38 1764 42 20 247 206 
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Figure 2-4 Typical true stress vs. true plastic strain curve in the 0°, 45° and 90° directions 
(3.5 mm thickness). 
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3 Test set-up 
In this chapter the experimental test programme and setup are presented. Extruded 
aluminium tubes with four different wall thicknesses were tested quasi-statically 
and dynamically. The experimental data will be used to validate a finite element 
model used in Chapter 5.  
 
3.1 Test programme and initial measurements 
Square thin-walled extrusions made of aluminium alloy AA6060 (a commonly 
used alloy in the automotive industry) in temper T6 were tested under quasi-static 
and dynamic axial loading conditions. The test programme is presented in Table 
3-1. The wall thickness was varied between four different nominal values:  
1h  = 2.0 mm, 2h  = 2.5 mm, 3h  = 3.5 mm and 4h  = 4.5 mm. The width of the 
extrusion was kept constant at a nominal value of 80 mm. The length of the 
extrusions was varied within the limits specified in Table 3-1 in order to trigger the 
different deformation modes. None of the specimens were triggered to initiate a 
particular deformation mode. Prior to testing, the width and wall thickness of the 
extrusions were measured. The wall thickness was measured using a micrometer at 
both ends of the extruded members, while the width was measured using a digital 
slide calliper at both ends and at the mid section. All specimens were measured 
prior to testing and an average width of 79.84 mm and average thickness of 
1.93 mm, 2.47 mm, 3.35 mm and 4.35 mm, respectively, was found. The variation 
in thickness and width was relatively small for all wall thicknesses. The coefficient 
of variation (CoV = Standard deviation / average value * 100 %) was in the range 
0.6 - 2.2 % for the thickness and 0.05 - 0.13 % for the width; the variation being 
largest for the specimens with the lowest wall thickness. The length was measured 
using a measuring tape. The test specimens were clamped at the lower end and 
friction prevented sideways movement at the top. 
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Table 3-1 Test specimen geometry and support conditions. 
Test set-up Parameters 
Wall thickness 
2.0 mm 
2.5 mm 
3.5 mm 
4.5 mm 
Static 
Length 
454 – 1919 mm 
Wall thickness 
2.0 mm 
2.5 mm 
3.5 mm 
4.5 mm 
Length 
638 – 1920 mm 
Dynamic 
 
Impact velocity and mass 
13 m/s and 1400 kg 
20 m/s and 600 kg 
 
During quasi-static loading the crosshead speed was kept constant at 150 mm/min, 
whereas the impact tests were carried out while keeping the impact energy 
constant. The impact velocity was chosen as 13 m/s and 20 m/s with a 
corresponding mass of the impactor equal to 1400 kg and 600 kg, respectively. 
 
3.2 Quasi-static tests 
The quasi-static tests were carried out in a Dartec 500 kN testing machine 
(accuracy ± 1 % of applied load). The lower 100 mm of the test specimens was 
fixed by means of the clamping device shown in Figure 3-3c. To prevent local 
F 
L 
Hydraulic actuator 
L 
Impacting mass 
v0 
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buckling of the extrusion walls inside the clamping device, a wooden block was 
inserted at the clamped end. The height of the wooden block was the same as the 
height of the clamping device. The load was applied through a rigid steel plate 
connected to the hydraulic actuator to ensure uniform load distribution. Friction 
between the test specimen and the rigid steel plate prevented sideways movement 
of the upper end during the tests. The data logging system that was used was 
running at a constant frequency of 10 Hz, sampling the internal force and 
displacement signals from the Dartec machine. The load was applied at a constant 
crosshead speed of 150 mm/min.  
 
3.3 Dynamic tests 
3.3.1 Pendulum accelerator 
This section provides an overview of the pendulum accelerator, see Figure 3-1, 
used for dynamic testing. This overview and the description of the operation of the 
pendulum accelerator given in Section 3.3.4, is based on the description given by 
Hansen et al. (2003). The test specimens were fixed to the reaction wall using the 
same clamping device as in the quasi-static tests, see Figure 3-3c. The pendulum 
accelerates a trolley on rails towards the test specimens. The accelerating system 
consists of an arm that rotates around a set of bearings, i.e. the arm is free to rotate 
in the plane of Figure 3-1. Note that the arm is open like a crankshaft at the bearing 
end. The arm itself is connected to a hydraulic/pneumatic actuator system, which 
provides the moving force. This system accelerates the trolley up to the desired 
impact velocity. The trolley traverses the length of the rails and hits the test 
specimen located at the far end. The impact velocity v0 of the trolley is measured 
by means of a photocell system located directly in front of the test specimen. 
 
In general, the test specimen will not have enough capacity to absorb all the kinetic 
energy of the trolley by itself, i.e. a secondary energy absorbing system is required 
to prevent bottoming out of the test specimens which will lead to a drastic increase 
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in force and possible damage to the load cell. The trolley has rigid buffer plates on 
both sides of the load cell. These buffer plates hit crash boxes fixed to the reaction 
wall, which ensure the integrity of the load cell. Figure 3-3a shows a plan view of 
the experimental test set up at the reaction wall. 
 
3.3.2 Trolley and load cell 
In order to measure the interface force between the specimen and the impactor, a 
special purpose load cell was designed, see Figure 3-2. The load cell is machined 
from one piece of high strength steel with a minimum yield stress of 600 MPa. The 
central shaft of the load cell is a hollow cylinder with outer diameter 58.5 mm and 
a wall thickness of 4.25 mm.  
 
The load cell is mounted in the front of the trolley. A detailed view of the trolley is 
given in Figure 3-3a. 
 
 
Figure 3-1 Pendulum accelerator. 
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Figure 3-2 Load cell measurements. 
 
 
b) Load cell 
Load cellTrolley
Test specimen
Clamping device
Secondary energy absorbers
Reaction wall
L
lb
a) Plan view of test set-up 
 
c) Clamping device 
Figure 3-3. Test set-up dynamic tests. 
 
The load cell has strain gauges applied for the measurement of the impacting force 
as function of time. Two strain gauges are located diagonally in the middle of the 
hollow cylindrical portion of the load cell. The strain gauges applied were of type 
Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo FCA-2-11-1L with gauge factor of 2.12, gauge length 
2 mm, gauge width 0.9 mm and resistance 120 Ω. 
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As the load cell is made of high strength steel, it is assumed to behave elastic 
during impact. Thus, the force-voltage characteristics are obtained statically using a 
hydraulic actuator.  
 
The mass behind the strain gauges MB is referred to as the backing mass. The mass 
of the load cell in front of the strain gauges MN is called the nose mass. The force 
recorded by the strain gauges is ( )P t , whereas the real impact force acting directly 
on the test specimen is ( )F t , see Figure 3-4. 
 
The techniques described in the following are established to estimate ( )F t  and 
( )d t  using the recorded strain-gauge force ( )P t . Assuming a rigid body motion 
of the impacting mass, the equations of motion for the backing mass BM  and nose 
mass NM  are 
 ( ) ( )B NF t M M d= +   (3-1) 
 ( ) ( )B
B
P t
P t M d d
M
= ⇔ =   (3-2) 
 ( ) ( ) NF t P t M d− =   (3-3) 
 
MB 
MN 
F(t) 
P(t) P(t) 
 
Figure 3-4 Contact force and recorded force. 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 NN f
B
MF t P t M d P t P t
M
ς = + = + =  
  (3-4) 
 1 Nf
B
M
M
ς  = +    (3-5) 
Here fς  is the rigid-body load factor. The mass of the load cell in front of the 
strain gauges is 3.8 kg, whereas the backing mass is either 600 kg or 1400 kg 
depending on the impact velocity chosen giving a rigid body load factor of 1.0063 
and 1.0027 respectively. The rigid body velocity and displacement can be 
expressed as 
 ( ) ( )0d t v d t dt= + ∫   (3-6) 
 ( ) ( )d t d t dt= ∫   (3-7) 
Accuracy control of the measurements is obtained by using information from the 
high-speed video camera. Assume that the impact starts at 0t =  and that the trolley 
activates the buffer system at time bt t= . From the video recordings it is possible to 
obtain bt . Based on the measured force signal ( )F t , the displacement of the 
trolley at bt t=  is found from Equation (3-7). The distance from the test specimen 
activation until the trolley hits the buffers bl  is easily measured prior to each test, 
see Figure 3-3a. Hence, a reliable measurement is ensured if ( )b bd t l≈  and the 
following accuracy parameter is defined 
 ( )bb
b
d t
l
∆ =  (3-8) 
The above equations are only valid until the trolley activates buffer system at time 
bt t= . In some tests the specimens absorbed all the kinetic energy before the trolley 
activated the buffer system. In these cases the accuracy parameter b∆  is taken as 
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the ratio between the calculated maximum displacement of the trolley and the 
measured permanent deformation of the specimen after impact. 
 
In the dynamic tests there are a lot of elastic stress waves in the load cell 
propagating through the strain gauges, see Figure 3-5. The force signal has been 
filtered using a running average. To establish the correct filtering frequency, the 
test set-up was modelled using LS-DYNA. The force in a cross-section, ( )P t , at 
the same location as the strain gauges was compared to the contact force, ( )F t , 
and the correct filtering frequency was found using the method of least squares. A 
sampling rate of 500 000 points per second was used in the impact tests. All 
experimentally obtained force time curves were smoothed using a moving average 
algorithm of 385 points, corresponding to a filtering frequency of 1300 Hz. The 
smoothing algorithm starts the averaging gradually, i.e. in the beginning of the 
signal the first data point is the original one, the next point is the average of the 
foregoing point, itself and the subsequent point. This process is continued until 
reaching the maximum number of smoothing points, here 385. Then 385 points is 
used in the smoothing of the main signal until approaching the end of the signal. At 
the end of the signal, the number of averaging data point is reduced in the same 
manner as was done at the start of the signal.  
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Figure 3-5. Filtering of measured force-time curves. 
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The running average will reduce the initial peak force and the oscillations in force 
level, but the absorbed energy will be correctly estimated. No other filtering 
methods were investigated. 
3.3.3 High speed camera 
A Phantom v5.0 high-speed monochrome digital video camera was used to record 
the impact events. The monochrome model offers a higher sensitivity and better 
image resolution than the colour model. The camera has a maximum frame rate of 
64 000 pictures per second and a maximum resolution of 1024x1024 pixels. The 
frame rate is dependent on the choice of resolution, the higher the resolution the 
lower the maximum frame rate will be. In the impact tests a resolution of 512x1024 
pixels were used, giving a maximum frame rate of approximately 2200 frames per 
second (Phantom, 2004). When recording at 1,200 pictures per second and higher, 
image blur can still be a problem with fast moving subjects without the aid of 
additional shuttering. The Phantom's SR-CMOS sensor allows continuously 
variable shutter speeds down to 10 micro seconds (1/100 000 second) with 
intervals of 5 micro seconds (Phantom, 2004). The shutter is a true "snap shot," or 
synchronous shutter. A standard Nikon AF Zoom-Nikkor lens with focal length 20-
35mm was used. 
 
The picture sequence is stored in the camera during filming and transferred to a pc 
after the test using FireWire data transfer. The camera has 1 gigabyte of image 
memory. Prior to the test, the camera is set to continuously film using a FIFO (first 
in first out) memory buffer system. At the chosen frame rate and resolution the 
camera memory can store 1 second of film. Manual post-triggering was used, i.e. 
the camera was triggered after the test was completed and all pictures already in the 
memory were transferred to the computer used to store the films from the 
experimental tests. 
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3.3.4 Operation of the pendulum accelerator 
The operation of the machine will now be described (Hanssen et al., 2003). 
Assume that the arm is in its neutral position, a little to the right of the vertical 
(Pos. 1, Figure 3-1). The arm is connected to the piston rod of a 
hydraulic/pneumatic actuator that is directly connected to a hydraulic accumulator 
of the piston type. The volume between the actuator piston and the accumulator 
piston is filled with hydraulic oil. When preparing for a test, a valve is opened to let 
pressurised air from the house mains into the piston rod side of the actuator. The 
arm will move slowly back as the excess oil flows back to the tank of the hydraulic 
power supply. When the arm has reached its starting position (Pos. 2, Figure 3-1) 
two hydraulic cylinders, one on each side, will lock the arm by pressing against the 
locking plate.  
 
The gas (nitrogen) pressure in the accumulator is normally much higher than the air 
pressure from the house main. Therefore the accumulator piston remains in its 
lowest position (against the bottom stop) while the arm is moved from Pos. 1 to 
Pos. 2. After the arm has been locked, a valve is opened so that the volume on the 
rod side of the actuator is vented to the air. The trolley is now brought up with the 
thrust roller snug against the arm. Figure 3-3a shows the thrust roller at the rear of 
the trolley that is in contact with the arm. The machine is then charged by pumping 
in hydraulic oil under a pressure higher than the final pressure in the accumulator 
until the accumulator piston reaches its top position (against the top stops). This is 
indicated by a sudden rise in the oil pressure. The gas (nitrogen) volume in the 
accumulator has now been reduced by approximately 20 % with a corresponding 
increase in pressure (the maximum gas volume is about 200 litres, whereas the 
minimum gas volume is approximately 160 litres). This compressed gas is the 
energy source for the accelerating system. Hence, it is the initial gas pressure in the 
accumulator that determines the force that can be produced. The test is now started 
by releasing the hydraulic cylinders locking the arm and the arm pushes the trolley 
along its rails. The connection of the actuator piston rod to the arm introduces a 1:5 
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lever action, i.e. the force acting on the trolley is 1/5 of the piston rod force, but the 
velocity at the trolley level is 5 times greater. Once the arm has passed the useful 
part of its arc a sensor applies disc brakes in the arm hubs to stop the arm. After the 
test, the brakes are released and the arm dropped to its neutral position. Note that 
the actuator/accumulator assembly has to be able to rotate around an axis trough 
the end of the actuator, Figure 3-1. 
 
The maximum change in gas volume of the 200-litre gas section of the hydraulic 
accumulator is 39 litres. The maximum working pressure of the accumulator is 200 
bar. A constant pressure of 200 bars expanding by 39 litres yields an energy output 
of 780 kJ. However, the trolley leaves the arm after about 2/3 the stroke. Hence, 
the maximum energy delivered to the trolley is approximately 500 kJ. For a trolley 
weighing 600 kg this indicates a maximum speed of 40 m/s. 
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4 Experimental results 
In this chapter quasi-static and dynamic tests on axially loaded thin-walled 
aluminium extrusions are presented. Four different thicknesses and a high number 
of different lengths were tested. The purpose of these tests is to provide load 
displacement data for axial loading of thin-walled aluminium extrusions collapsing 
in different modes. The experimental data will be used to validate the finite 
element model. 
 
4.1 Quasi-static tests 
The results from the quasi-static tests are presented in Table 4-1. The mean force 
mP  is calculated as the absorbed energy divided by the total deformation of the 
extruded member, δ, where the absorbed energy is equal to the area under the 
force-displacement curve. In order to compare the energy absorption of members 
with the same cross-section, but different collapse modes, *mP  is calculated as the 
energy absorbed until the time of transition divided by the displacement 
corresponding to bottoming out. The displacement at bottoming out was chosen as 
0.73L (Jones, 1989) where L is the free length of the member. The displacement 
Tw  at the time of transition was taken when a sudden drop in the force-
displacement curve occurred. Thus, for members collapsing in progressive 
buckling mode, *m mP P= . As a reference *mP  for members collapsing in global 
buckling is also presented. Here Tw  is chosen as 40 mm which is beyond the 
maximum load. Force-deformation curves and pictures from all tests are presented 
in Appendix B. 
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Table 4-1 Results from the quasi-static tests. 
Test # 
 
L  
(mm) 
h  
(mm) 
δ  
(mm) 
Tw  
(mm) 
maxP  
(kN) 
mP  
(kN) 
*
mP  
(kN) 
Mode1 
 
S1 1280 4.5 76 40 267 99 6 G 
S2 1278 3.5 138 40 207 39 4 G 
S3 959 2.5 718 - 136 49 - P 
S4 959 2.0 725 - 91 32 - P 
S5 799 4.5 236 40 267 60 11 G 
S6 802 3.5 595 - 216 87 - P 
S7 799 2.5 605 - 111 50 - P 
S8 639 4.5 244 40 284 75 15 G 
S9 638 2.5 446 - 148 50 - P 
S10 800 2.0 335 250 100 25 12 T 
S11 800 2.5 610 - 146 50 - P 
S12 720 2.0 539 - 94 30 - P 
S13 639 3.5 456 - 218 85 - P 
S14 638 2.0 455 - 99 35 - P 
S15 1280 2.0 477 250 102 23 8 T 
S16 1280 2.5 974 - 147 49 - P 
S17 1120 2.0 900 - 96 34 - P 
S18 879 3.5 633 - 201 80 - P 
S19 560 4.5 375 - 286 142 - P 
S20 1120 2.5 860 - 136 50 - P 
S21 1200 2.0 962 - 93 33 - P 
S22 1360 2.0 1081 - 88 32 - P 
S23 1438 2.5 492 360 143 43 18 T 
S24 1360 2.5 982 - 146 50 - P 
S25 1520 2.0 1222 - 100 35 - P 
S26 560 4.5 375 - 290 146 - P 
S27 480 4.5 251 40 292 81 21 G 
S28 454 4.5 223 40 288 100 22 G 
S29 454 4.5 249 - 301 147 - P 
S30 1040 3.5 741 - 174 76 - P 
S31 959 3.5 702 - 207 84 - P 
S32 1679 2.0 493 250 82 25 7 T 
S33 1839 2.0 634 550 93 31 14 T 
S34 1200 3.5 398 310 177 71 28 T 
S35 1120 3.5 496 300 185 66 30 T 
S36 1520 2.5 973 - 151 51 - P 
S37 1760 2.5 970 - 149 49 - P 
S38 1680 2.5 740 - 143 47 - P 
S39 400 4.5 211 - 291 146 - P 
S40 1919 2.0 233 90 91 26 2 T 
S41 1919 2.5 232 140 140 43 5 T 
S42 1840 2.5 726 - 145 49 - P 
1 G = global buckling, P = progressive buckling and T = transition. 
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Three different deformation modes were observed in the quasi-static tests, when 
varying the length and wall thickness of the specimens. In the case of progressive 
buckling, see Figure 4-1a, the deformation starts with plate buckling in the 
extrusion walls. The position of the first lobe along the length of the member 
appeared to be random for all thicknesses. For all four thicknesses an axisymmetric 
collapse mode was observed. The axisymmetric collapse mode is here defined as 
the mode where two opposing extrusion walls move inwards and the other two 
move outwards. As seen in Figure 4-1b, an initial peak related to the initiation of 
the first buckle is always observed in the force-displacement curve, followed by 
oscillations around a mean force level. 
 
Direct global buckling, or Euler buckling, was observed for some of the specimens 
when the length of the specimen was increased, see Figure 4-2a. This response was 
only observed for the more thick-walled members with wall thickness of 3.5 and 
4.5 mm. This collapse mode is characterized by large lateral displacements. As 
observed by Abramowicz and Jones (1997), the large lateral displacements induced 
localized sectional collapse of the mid and end sections of the extruded member. 
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b) Force-deformation curve 
Figure 4-1 Quasi-static test #S4 (see Table 4-1). Progressive buckling. 
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b) Force-deformation curve 
Figure 4-2 Quasi-static test #S8 (see Table 4-1). Global buckling, 
 
The initial peak in the force-displacement curve is followed by a drop to a low and 
relatively constant force level, see Figure 4-2b.  
 
The members with wall thicknesses of 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm and 3.5 mm experienced a 
transition from progressive to global buckling when the length of the test specimen 
was increased, see Figure 4-3a. The deformation started as in the case with 
progressive buckling. However, it was observed that the lobes started to develop 
eccentrically. This eccentricity continued to grow in many cases and after some 
deformation a transition from progressive to global buckling with large lateral 
displacements occurred. The initial peak force was followed by oscillations in the 
force level as in the case of a progressive buckling mode, but as can be seen from 
Figure 4-3b, there is a significant drop in force level when the transition to the 
global failure mode occurs.  
 
A relatively large variation in initial peak force was observed for members with 
identical cross-sectional area collapsing in the same collapse mode, see Figure 
4-4a. For the members with a wall thickness of 2.5 mm collapsing in progressive  
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b) Force-deformation curve 
Figure 4-3 Quasi-static test #S32 (see Table 4-1). Transition from progressive to global 
buckling. 
buckling the variation in peak force was as large as 36 %. The variation in peak 
force was somewhat smaller for the other thicknesses. It was observed that the 
members collapsing in a direct global mode experienced a somewhat smaller peak 
force than the members collapsing in progressive buckling or in transition from 
progressive to global buckling. No relationship was found between the measured 
peak force and the location of the first lobe. As can be seen from Figure 4-4b the 
maximum stress is close to the yield stress, 0.2σ , for the members with wall 
thickness 2.5 mm, 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm. Søvik Opheim (1996) did bending tests on 
thin-walled aluminium extrusions and found that the peak load was very sensitive 
to variations in the material curve parameters and to 0σ  in particular. Thus 
variation of buckling stress for axial loaded extrusions should be expected when 
buckling occurs early in the plastic region. 
 
Figure 4-5 shows the deformation modes as a function of the global slenderness 
(L/b) and local slenderness (b/h) of the members. As can be seen, the members 
with a nominal wall thickness of 4.5 mm (b/h = 18.2) experienced only progressive 
or global buckling. The members with a wall thickness of 3.5 mm (b/h = 23.9)  
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b) Maximum stress. 
Figure 4-4 Quasi-static tests. 
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Figure 4-5 Collapse modes in quasi-static tests. 
 
collapsed in either progressive buckling, direct global buckling or in a transition 
from progressive to global buckling. The more thin-walled members with a wall 
thickness of 2.5 mm (b/h = 32.4) or 2.0 mm (b/h = 41.5) collapsed in either 
progressive buckling or in a transition from progressive to global buckling. The 
critical global slenderness is defined as the slenderness where direct global 
buckling or a transition from progressive to global buckling occurs. The critical 
global slenderness appears to be rising for increasing local slenderness. This is 
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consistent with the results found by Abramowicz and Jones (1997). As can be seen 
from Figure 4-5, however, there are some anomalous results. When increasing the 
global slenderness for a given local slenderness, the response can change from a 
progressive to a global mode and back again to a progressive mode. Sometimes for 
a given combination of local and global slenderness, progressive buckling occurred 
in one parallel test while in the next test global buckling occurred. Hsu and Jones 
(2004) also reported an unexpected scatter in the tests on circular tubes made of 
aluminium alloy 6063-T6. 
 
4.2 Dynamic tests 
The results from dynamic tests with initial impact velocity of 13 m/s and 20 m/s 
are presented in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 respectively. The mean force presented in 
Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 is calculated based on the absorbed energy at a 
deformation equal to bd which is the deformation at the time the impacting mass 
hits the buffer system. *mP  is calculated as in the quasi-static tests. Force-
deformation curves from all dynamic tests are presented in Appendix C and 
Appendix D respectively. 
 
As can be seen from Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 the accuracy parameter b∆  is within 
the range of 0.96-1.06, indicating a very good accuracy of the recorded force. In 
some of the tests, the test specimen had large lateral displacements and hit the 
buffer system before the impacting mass hit the buffer system. In these cases the 
accuracy parameter b∆  has not been calculated. 
 
The same deformation modes were observed in the dynamic tests as in the quasi-
static tests. A sequence of photos showing progressive buckling is shown in Figure 
4-6 together with the corresponding force-time curve. The dots in the force-time 
curve represent the different deformation stages shown in the photos. The 
dominating local collapse mode was axisymmetric, which was observed for all four  
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Table 4-2 Results from impact tests, V0 = 13 m/s. 
Test # 
 
L  
(mm) 
h  
(mm) 
bl  
(mm) 
bd  
(mm) 
Tw  
(mm) 
b∆  
(-) 
mP  
(kN) 
*
mP  
(kN) 
Mode1 
 
D1-1 1598 2.5 939 951 800 1.01 51 39 T 
D1-2 1360 2.5 751 751 425 1.00 57 25 T 
D1-3 1597 2.0 940 934 770 0.99 33 24 T 
D1-4 1598 4.5 942 309 40 - 99 17 G 
D1-5 1359 2.0 873 848 - 0.97 38 - P 
D1-6 1598 3.5 1015 904 900 - 98 75 T 
D1-7 1358 3.5 732 705 - 0.96 96 - P 
D1-8 1199 4.5 684 393 40 - 86 22 G 
D1-9 799 4.5 426 - - - - - P 
D1-10 1201 3.5 693 680 - 0.98 94 - P 
D1-11 798 3.5 370 357 - 0.97 104 - P 
D1-12 1198 2.0 685 676 - 0.99 37 - P 
D1-13 1361 4.5 979 462 40 - 85 19 G 
D1-14 1040 4.5 507 - - - - - P 
D1-15 959 4.5 407 - - - - - G 
D1-16 1380 3.5 850 - - - - - P 
D1-17 958 2.5 490 - - - - - P 
D1-18 1120 3.5 690 666 - 0.97 95 - P 
D1-19 880 3.5 440 434 - 0.99 91 - P 
D1-20 1437 2.0 904 898 - 0.99 39 - P 
D1-21 1197 2.5 745 736 - 0.99 56 - P 
D1-22 1440 3.5 925 903 - 0.98 86 - P 
D1-23 1280 2.5 800 787 - 0.98 56 - P 
D1-24 1120 2.5 696 689 - 0.99 57 - P 
D1-25 1520 2.0 990 982 680 0.99 31 24 T 
D1-26 1118 4.5 670 290 220 - 151 50 T 
D1-27 958 4.5 527 515 - 0.98 159 - P 
D1-28 878 4.5 490 221 40 - 90 22 G 
D1-29 1280 2.0 745 - - - - - P 
D1-30 680 4.5 260 - - - - - P 
1 G = global buckling, P = progressive buckling and T = transition. 
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Table 4-3 Results from impacts tests, V0 = 20 m/s. 
Test # 
 
L  
(mm) 
h  
(mm) 
bl  
(mm) 
bd  
(mm) 
b∆  
(-) 
Tw  
(mm) 
mP  
(kN) 
*
mP  
(kN) 
Mode1 
 
D2-1 640 4.5 355 343 0.97 - 172 - P 
D2-2 639 3.5 355 345 0.97 - 102 - P 
D2-3 639 4.5 355 352 0.99 - 167 - P 
D2-4 639 2.5 380 368 0.97 - 58 - P 
D2-5 800 3.5 441 431 0.98 - 97 - P 
D2-6 638 2.0 322 316 0.98 - 41 - P 
D2-7 800 4.5 442 430 0.97 - 161 - P 
D2-8 799 2.5 462 453 0.98 - 57 - P 
D2-9 800 2.0 536 530 0.99 530 42 38 T 
 D2-10 959 4.5 541 546 1.01 - 151 - P 
D2-11 960 3.5 588 588 1.00 - 95 - P 
D2-122 820 2.0 - - - - - - - 
D2-13 1119 4.5 707 703 0.99 - 148 - P 
D2-14 1120 3.5 725 724 1.00 - 91 - P 
D2-15 1117 2.5 708 706 1.00 - 56 - P 
D2-16 879 2.0 469 465 0.99 - 36 - P 
D2-17 1440 3.5 805 794 0.99 - 92 - P 
D2-18 1437 4.5 790 834 1.06 - 146 - P 
D2-19 1438 2.5 860 480 - 410 59 25 T 
D2-20 1280 2.5 620 614 0.99 - 53 - P 
D2-21 1119 2.0 580 572 0.99 - 36 - P 
D2-22 1600 3.5 940 928 0.99 600 66 46 T 
D2-23 1602 4.5 818 848 1.04 - 142 - P 
D2-24 1761 4.5 800 788 0.99 - 155 - P 
D2-25 1440 2.0 868 848 0.98 - 42 - P 
D2-26 799 2.0 364 375 1.03 - 38 - P 
D2-27 1359 2.5 700 684 0.98 850 56 39 T 
D2-28 1519 3.5 980 976 1.00 - 88 - P 
D2-29 1840 4.5 805 854 1.06 - 143 - P 
D2-30 1920 4.5 1443 415 - 300 153 41 T 
D2-31 1760 3.5 1100 1088 0.99 - 89 - P 
D2-32 1839 3.5 1199 1169 0.97 1140 93 79 T 
D2-33 1919 3.5 1289 1251 0.97 900 72 61 T 
D2-34 1438 2.0 840 822 0.98 570 31 23 T 
D2-35 1520 2.0 - - - - - - T 
D2-36 1279 2.0 876 535 - 440 35 18 T 
1 G = global buckling, P = progressive buckling and T = transition. 
2 Specimen was not tested. 
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thicknesses. However, some of the test specimens sometimes experienced a pure 
extensional mode where all four extrusion walls moved first outwards and then 
inwards. The formation of these lobes was only observed when the deformation 
started at the clamped end. However, after the formation of the first few lobes the 
mode of deformation changed to an axisymmetric mode. With an impact velocity 
of 13 m/s, the extensional mode was only observed for some of the 3.5 mm and 
4.5 mm thick specimens. At 20 m/s the extensional mode was found for all 
thicknesses. For the members with a wall thickness of 4.5 mm a higher number of 
pure extensional lobes was observed than for the specimens with smaller wall 
thickness.  
 
At 13 m/s the first lobes were always initiated at the clamped end for members 
with wall thicknesses 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm and 3.5 mm. For the members with a wall 
thickness of 4.5 mm the location of the first lobes was more random. In four of the 
tests the deformation started at the impacted end, while in two tests it started at the 
clamped end. At 20 m/s the formation of the first lobes was more or less random 
for the members with wall thicknesses 2.5 mm and 4.5 mm. In seven of the tests of 
specimens with a wall thickness of 2.0 mm the deformation started at the impacted 
end and only once at the clamped end. For nine of the tests with a wall thickness of 
3.5 mm the deformation started at the clamped end and only once at the impacted 
end.  
 
In the case of progressive buckling, an initial peak is always observed, see Figure 
4-6b. The initial peak is followed by oscillations around a mean force level. When 
the extrusion is compressed to approximately 70 % of the initial length, it is not 
possible to form new lobes, the lobes will be compressed and the force level will 
increase rapidly. 
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t = 1.02 ms 
 
t = 7.17 ms 
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t = 30.24 ms 
 
t = 41.00 ms 
a) Typical stages of deformation. 
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b) Typical force vs. time history. 
Figure 4-6. Impact test #D2-11 (see Table 4-3). Progressive buckling. 
 
In the impact tests at 13 m/s direct global buckling was observed for some of the 
specimens with a wall thickness of 4.5 mm, see Figure 4-7a. We see the same 
characteristic peak force followed by a drop in force as in the quasi-static case, see 
Figure 4-7b.  
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t = 8.80 ms 
 
t = 18.16 ms 
a) Typical stages of deformation. 
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b) Typical force vs. time history. 
Figure 4-7. Impact test #D1-28 (seeTable 4-2). Global buckling,  
 
At 13 m/s and 20 m/s a transition from progressive to global buckling was 
observed for all thicknesses when the length of the members was increased, see 
Figure 4-8a. The deformation follows the same course as in the quasi-static tests, 
an initial peak followed by oscillations around a mean force level and a sudden 
drop in force level when the transition occurs, see Figure 4-8b. It was observed that 
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the transition occurred at a later stage of the deformation than in the quasi-static 
tests.  
 
In the dynamic tests with impact velocity of 13 m/s, the members with a wall 
thickness of 4.5 mm (b/h = 18-2) collapsed in progressive buckling, direct global 
buckling or in a transition from progressive to global buckling, see Figure 4-9a. 
 
 
t = 1.55 ms 
 
t = 12.97 ms
 
t = 33.73 ms
 
t = 38.92 ms
 
t = 56.57 ms 
a) Typical stages of deformation. 
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b) Typical force vs. time history. 
Figure 4-8. Impact test #D2-22 (seeTable 4-3). Transition from progressive to global 
buckling. 
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Figure 4-9 Collapse modes in impact tests. 
 
The members with a wall thickness of 3.5 mm (b/h = 23.9), 2.5 mm (b/h = 32.4) or 
2.0 mm (b/h = 41.5) collapsed in either progressive buckling or in a transition from 
progressive to global buckling. As can be seen from Figure 4-9b, only progressive 
buckling and a transition from progressive to global buckling were observed when 
the impact velocity was increased to 20 m/s.  
 
The tests with impact velocity of 13 m/s showed an increase in critical global 
slenderness when reducing the wall thickness from 4.5 mm to 3.5 mm, but a further 
reduction in wall thickness did not lead to a continued increase in critical global 
slenderness. The members with a wall thickness of 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm 
experienced an increase in critical global slenderness compared to the quasi-static 
tests, see Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-9a. This is probably due to inertia forces 
preventing direct global bending and the transition from progressive to global 
buckling for the members with wall thicknesses of 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm. In contrast, 
the more thin-walled members with a wall thickness of 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm 
experienced a decrease in critical global slenderness compared to the quasi-static 
tests. It was observed that the members with a wall thickness of 2.0 mm and 
2.5 mm had a tendency to develop lobes at several places along the length of the 
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member simultaneously, thus making the member more unstable and increasing the 
probability of a transition from progressive to global buckling. At 20 m/s the 
critical global slenderness was further increased for members with wall thicknesses 
3.5 mm and 4.5 mm, and further reduced for members with wall thicknesses 
2.0 mm and 2.5 mm; giving decreasing critical global slenderness as a function of 
the local slenderness, see Figure 4-9b. This dramatic change in response compared 
to the quasi-static tests can be critical if the design of components subjected to 
dynamic axial loading is based on quasi-static or low velocity impact behaviour.  
 
As in the quasi-static tests, there are some anomalous results, see Figure 4-9. When 
increasing the global slenderness for a given local slenderness, the response will 
change between progressive and global buckling or between progressive buckling 
and a transition from progressive to global buckling. Two different collapse modes 
were observed for members with the same local and global slenderness. 
 
4.3 Summary 
The results from both quasi-static and impact tests are summarized in Figure 4-10. 
The solid line separates, approximately, the regions with progressive buckling, and 
direct global buckling or transition from progressive to global buckling. 
 
Combinations of local and global slenderness ratios below the line will give 
progressive buckling, if the impact velocity does not exceed 20 m/s. Slenderness 
ratios above the line will give either a transition from progressive to global 
buckling mode or a direct global buckling mode, depending on impact velocity and 
slenderness ratios. From Figure 4-10 it can be concluded that the extrusions with 
nominal wall thickness 2.5 mm (global slenderness 32.4) has the highest critical 
global slenderness when the impact velocity is kept below 20 m/s. The extrusions 
with wall thickness 4.5 mm has the lowest critical global slenderness in the quasi-
static tests, and the highest in the impact tests with impact velocity 20 m/s. 
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Figure 4-10 Collapse modes in experimental tests. 
 
Abramowicz and Jones (1997) performed quasi-static and dynamic tests on simply 
supported square and circular tubes made of six different types of mild steel. In the 
quasi-static tests on square tubes, they found the following expression to separate 
the progressive buckling and global bending regions 
 2.482exp 0.0409
cr
L b
b h
   =        (4-1) 
In Figure 4-11 the experimental results from the present quasi-static tests are 
presented together with the empirical expression given by Abramowicz and 
Jones (1997). 
 
As can be seen from Figure 4-11, the aluminium extrusions in the present study, 
except the most thick-walled tubes, have a significantly higher critical global 
slenderness than the mild steel tubes examined by Abramowicz and Jones (1997). 
Thus, for a given cross-section a longer tube can be used, and if the characteristic 
stress is the same, more energy can be absorbed. 
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Figure 4-11 Quasi-static tests. 
 
Abramowicz and Jones (1997) also performed dynamic tests on the same types of 
mild steel tubes at different impact velocities. The tubes were impacted at 
velocities up to 12.14 m/s. They found that the following expressions separated, 
approximately, the regions with global bending, transition mode and progressive 
buckling. 
 2.453exp 0.08
cr
L b
b h
   =        (4-2) 
 3.423exp 0.04
cr
L b
b h
   =        (4-3) 
Equation (4-2) and Equation (4-3) gives, respectively, the critical global 
slenderness where direct global buckling and a transition mode will occur. In 
Figure 4-12 the collapse modes found in the experimental tests at 13 m/s is 
compared with the empirical expressions given by Abramowicz and Jones (1997). 
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Figure 4-12 Dynamic tests. 
 
The aluminium extrusions with wall-thickness 4.5 mm experienced direct global 
buckling at approximately the same global slenderness as the steel tubes studied by 
Abramowicz and Jones (1997). The transition mode occurs at a higher global 
slenderness ratio in the aluminium extrusion with wall thickness 2.5 mm, 3.5 mm 
and 4.5 mm than in the steel tubes with the same local slenderness. Aluminium 
extrusions with wall thickness 2.0 mm experience the transition from progressive 
to global buckling at approximately the same global slenderness as steel tubes with 
the same local slenderness. 
 
In general it appears that the aluminium extrusions in the present study collapsed 
progressively for higher slenderness ratios than the steel tubes examined by 
Abramowicz and Jones (1997). This may be due to different boundary conditions 
and/or initial imperfections. 
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5 Numerical simulations 
The main objective of this chapter is to investigate the ability of the finite element 
code LS-DYNA (Hallquist, 1998) to predict the response of axially loaded thin-
walled aluminium extrusions. The main focus is placed on predicting the correct 
folding and collapse mode, the correct mean force level and for the implicit 
simulations also the peak force.  
 
A baseline model was established and the numerical simulations were compared 
with the experimental results presented in Chapter 4. The explicit version of LS-
DYNA was used for the simulation of the impact tests. Both explicit and implicit 
versions of the code were used in the simulations of the quasi-static tests. The 
advantage of using the implicit version for the quasi-static tests is that stress waves 
and inertia effects are not present in implicit simulations. Unless otherwise 
specified, the default parameters of LS-DYNA have been used in the numerical 
model. The influence from some key parameters on the mean force level has been 
investigated.  
 
A parametric study has been carried out using the baseline model. The influence 
from impact velocity and material properties on the collapse mode and mean force 
level has been studied. Finally, means to stabilize the response and thus increasing 
the critical global slenderness by introducing triggers have been investigated. 
 
5.1 Finite element model 
In the experimental tests a symmetric deformation mode was generally observed, 
implying use of symmetry. Both extensional and axisymmetric modes of 
deformation can be considered as symmetric with respect to modelling of the 
geometry. However, preliminary simulations showed that use of symmetry in some 
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cases prevented transition from progressive folding to global buckling, thus a full 
model should be used when studying the transition from progressive to global 
buckling of thin-walled aluminium extrusions. Consideration was given to make 
the numerical model as simple and CPU efficient as possible without sacrificing 
the validity of the simulations compared to the experimental tests.  
 
In order to give an accurate description of both small and large strains, a multi-
exponent strain hardening rule was used, see Equation (2-4), i.e. LS-DYNA 
material model 103 (Hallquist, 2003). For simplicity isotropic elasticity, the von 
Mises yield criterion, the associated flow rule and isotropic hardening were used. 
The yield criterion of extruded aluminium has a shape in the xx yyσ σ−  space which 
is somewhere between the von Mises and the Tresca criterion. Lademo (1999) 
found the Yld96 criterion proposed by Barlat best suited to describe the behaviour 
of extruded aluminium profiles. However, this yield criterion is very CPU time 
consuming compared to the von Mises criterion. Preliminary simulations have 
shown that the choice of yield criterion has small influence on the mean force 
level, thus it was chosen to use the von Mises yield criterion in the simulations. 
 
The clamping device used in the experimental test, see Figure 3-3, was not 
modelled in the numerical model, instead the clamped part of the extruded member 
was modelled with all rotational and lateral degrees of freedom fixed to account for 
the boundary conditions imposed by the clamping device. The axial degree of 
freedom was free in the clamped part allowing for stress wave propagation and 
stress wave reflection in this part. The bottom row of nodes was fixed in all degrees 
of freedom to fix the member in space. The upper end was unrestrained. 
 
During axial crushing of an extruded member, the sidewalls will bend and lobes 
will form. As the axial deformation increases the lobes will come in contact with 
each other. To account for this contact the automatic single surface contact 
algorithm in LS-DYNA (Hallquist, 2003) with no friction was used.  
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The imperfections of the extruded member were observed to be small. Both local 
and global initial imperfections were modelled. For the global imperfections a half 
sine wave with amplitude gδ  equal to L/2000, L being the length of the specimen, 
was used. For the local imperfections a half sine wave across the width of the 
profile and uniform in the extrusion direction were used, see Figure 5-1c. The 
amplitude of the local imperfections was lδ  = b/200. The chosen imperfection 
amplitudes are based on tolerances given by the extrusion producer for an 
industrial bar. Be aware that in the figure the amplitude is greatly magnified to 
show the shape of the imperfections. The chosen local imperfections will trigger 
the correct folding mode, but since the local imperfections are uniform along the 
length of the specimen the location of the first lobe will not be dictated by the 
choice of local imperfections. In some of the experimental tests the formation of 
one or two extensional lobes was observed when the deformation started in the 
clamped end. The formation of extensional lobes at the clamped end was not 
prevented by the chosen local imperfection shape. 
 
Shell elements were used due to CPU efficiency. It was chosen to use quadratic 
element geometry. As earlier mentioned it was chosen to use the default values of 
LS-DYNA wherever possible and the default shell elements (type 2) was used. 
However, in order to get the correct folding mode, the option for “membrane strain 
causing thickness change” had to be used. If not using this option an extensional 
 
 
a) Explicit model 
 
b) Implicit model
 
c) Cross-section with imperfections 
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Figure 5-1 Geometry numerical model. 
deformation mode was found instead of the axisymmetric mode that was the 
dominant mode in the experiments. In addition seven integration points through the 
thickness was used. The default of two integration points through the thickness 
should only be used if the elements are behaving elastically. In a buckling analysis 
the bending of the element during folding will give rise to a highly non-linear stress 
distribution over the thickness of the element. Several simulations were carried out 
to determine the sufficient number of elements. A 640 mm long specimen with 
wall thickness 2.5 mm and impacted at 20 m/s was modelled with an increasing 
number of elements over the width, and the deformation mode was compared to the 
one observed in the experimental tests, see Figure 5-2. 
 
 
6 elements 8 elements 10 elements 12 elements 
 
16 elements 
 
18 elements 20 elements 26 elements 30 elements 
 
Component test 
Figure 5-2 Folding shape vs. # elements. 
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The deformation started at the clamped end in all the simulations and in the 
experimental test, see Figure 5-2. In the experimental test an average lobe length of 
50 mm was found. The coarsest mesh with 6 elements over the width gave an 
average lobe length of 58 mm. The other meshes gave an average lobe length of 
46 mm.  
 
In the experimental test the first lobe was an extensional lobe followed by axi-
symmetric lobes. At 20 m/s this was observed for all thicknesses when the 
deformation started at the clamped end. In the simulations only axi-symmetric 
lobes were observed. However, for higher thicknesses, 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm, this 
change from extensional mode to axi-symmetric mode was also observed in the 
numerical simulations. 
 
The mean force vs. deformation is presented in Figure 5-3. The mean force of the 
model is directly related to the number of elements used. If the model is too coarse 
the mean force will be too high. The mean force appears to converge for 20 
elements or more.  
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Figure 5-3 Mean force level vs. # elements. 
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In the experimental test the local deformation mode was the same for all 
thicknesses. Thus, it was assumed that the required number of elements over the 
width was the same for all thicknesses. The local collapse in the extrusion walls 
during global buckling is similar to the folding mechanism found in the progressive 
buckling mode. Accordingly it was assumed that if the model was capable of 
describing the progressive collapse mode it would be good enough for the global 
mode as well.  
 
Based on the folding shape and mean force level it was concluded that 20 elements 
over the width would give a relatively good description of the folding mechanism. 
This will give an element size of approximately 4 mm. 
 
In the simulations the average thickness and width specified in Section 3.1 was 
used and not the nominal thickness. 
 
The simulations were run on a SGI Origin 3800L with 512 CPUs and 512 GB total 
memory, except the mesh sensitivity simulations and the simulations in Chapter 
6.3.2.2 which were run on a Linux cluster. 
 
5.1.1 Explicit simulations 
In the explicit simulations the specimens were modelled using Belytschko-Tsai 
shell elements with seven integration points through the thickness and one point in 
the plane. To reduce CPU costs the impacting mass was modelled as a rigid body 
using brick elements, see Figure 5-1a. The contact between the impacting mass and 
the specimen was modelled using automatic nodes to surface (Hallquist, 2003) with 
a friction coefficient of 1.0 to avoid unrealistic lateral movement of the upper end 
of the specimen.  
 
The explicit simulations were run using LS-DYNA version 970. The mpp (massive 
parallel processing) version with 16 CPUs was used. Some preliminary simulations 
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were run to check the correlation between results from the single CPU and the mpp 
version of LS-DYNA. No difference in deformation mode was found and the 
difference in force level was negligible. In addition a number of simulations were 
run to check the CPU efficiency for different number of CPUs. When increasing 
the number of CPUs used in a mpp simulation, the simulation run time will in 
general decrease but the total cost (#CPUs times simulation time) will increase. It 
was concluded that 16 CPUs gave a relatively good mix of reduction in simulation 
time and efficient use of the CPUs. 
 
5.1.2 Implicit simulations 
Element type 16 with seven integration points through the thickness was used in 
the implicit simulations. The contact between the impacting mass and the test 
specimens created numerical problems in the implicit simulations. Thus an 
alternative way of applying the deformation had to be adopted. To deform the 
specimen a set of rigid elements were attached to the upper part and given a 
constant velocity in the negative z-direction, see Figure 5-1b. The rigid body was 
constrained from rotation and lateral displacement. The implicit simulations were 
run in LS-DYNA version 970. As it is not feasible to use the mpp version in 
implicit simulations, the smp (shared memory parallel) version was used. The CPU 
efficiency per CPU when increasing the number of CPUs is decreasing at a higher 
rate in the smp version. The preliminary simulations showed that using 4 CPUs 
gave the most efficient use of the CPUs.  
 
5.2 Validation of numerical simulations 
5.2.1 Quasi-static analysis 
In the quasi-static component tests different collapse modes were observed for the 
different thicknesses when the length was increased. Members with wall thickness 
2.0 mm and 2.5 mm collapsed in either progressive buckling or in a transition from 
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progressive to global buckling. When the wall thickness was increased to 3.5 mm 
the members collapsed in either progressive buckling, global buckling or in a 
transition from progressive to global buckling. However, members with wall 
thickness 4.5 mm collapsed in either progressive or global buckling. Thus it is 
important that the simulations are able to describe the different collapse modes 
correctly.  
 
5.2.1.1 Implicit simulations 
Numerical instabilities caused the simulations of the members with nominal wall 
thickness 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm and all except two of the members with wall thickness 
3.5 mm to end prematurely. The numerical instabilities occurred at a very early 
stage and it is not possible to say if the implicit simulations are capable of 
describing the transition from progressive folding to a global buckling mode that 
was found in the experimental tests for members with nominal wall thickness 
2.0 mm, 2.5 mm and 3.5 mm. 
 
The results from the simulations are presented in Table 5-1. The mean force for the 
simulations is calculated at the deformation level given in the third column in 
Table 5-1 and will be compared with the mean force found in the experimental 
tests in Figure 5-7b. The peak force found in the experiments is presented together 
with the corresponding peak force from the simulations for easy comparison. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 5-4, both the progressive local folding mode and the 
global buckling mode can be described by the implicit simulations. Figure 5-4a 
shows that the simulations give a reasonable accurate description of the progressive 
buckling pattern found in the experimental tests. The simulations are also able to 
give a relatively accurate description of the global buckling mode, Figure 5-4b. 
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Table 5-1 Results from implicit simulations, quasi-static tests. 
maxP   
(kN) 
Mode1 L  
(mm) 
h  
(mm) 
maxd  
(mm) 
mP  
(kN) 
Sim  Exp Sim Exp 
640 3.35 447 41 206 218 G P 
800 3.35 549 31 202 216 G P 
400 4.39 277 143 297 291 P P 
454 4.39 318 137 293 301 P P 
480 4.39 239 90 291 292 G G 
560 4.39 276 77 284 290 G P 
640 4.39 439 62 278 284 G G 
800 4.39 180 76 272 267 G G 
1280 4.39 635 33 263 267 G G 
1 G = global buckling, P = progressive buckling and T = transition. 
 
a) L = 400 mm, h = 4.5 mm 
 
b) L = 640 mm, h = 4.5 mm 
Figure 5-4 Collapse modes, implicit simulations of quasi-static tests. 
 
In both simulations and experimental tests it was observed that the deformation 
started at the clamped end for the specimens with wall thickness 4.5 mm. 
 
The simulations gave a reasonably good prediction of the collapse modes for 
members with wall thickness 4.5 mm, see Figure 5-5. For members with wall 
thickness 3.5 mm the critical buckling length is under-predicted. Global buckling 
was predicted even for the shortest members.  
 
As can be seen from Figure 5-6, the implicit simulations give a very accurate 
description of the force-displacement history for members with wall thickness 
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4.5 mm collapsing in progressive local folding and in global buckling. Both the 
peak force and the force-displacement history are well described. 
 
Correlation plots for peak and mean force for members with wall thickness 4.5 mm 
are given in Figure 5-7. Only the tests where the correct collapse modes were 
found are presented. A very good agreement between the peak force in the tests 
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Figure 5-5 Response implicit simulations. 
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Figure 5-6 Force displacement plots, implicit simulations of quasi-static experiments. 
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b) Mean force 
Figure 5-7 Correlation plots, implicit simulations of quasi-static tests. 
 
and in the implicit simulations is found, see Figure 5-7a. The deviation is less than 
2.7 % regardless of collapse mode. The correlation in mean force is also relatively 
good, see Figure 5-7b, especially for the members collapsing in progressive folding 
mode. The mean force is calculated at the same level in both experiments and 
simulations. 
 
The implicit version of LS-DYNA gave a very good agreement with the 
experimental tests for members with wall thickness 4.5 mm, both with respect to 
collapse mode and force level. Unfortunately numerical instabilities led to 
premature ending of the simulations for members with wall thickness 2.0 mm and 
2.5 mm. Numerous variations of the implicit parameters in the keyword file was 
tried but to no avail. Thus, the quasi-static experiments were attempted modelled 
with the explicit version of LS-DYNA. 
 
5.2.1.2 Explicit simulations 
The quasi-static tests were performed at a constant deformation speed of 
150 mm/min. It is not feasible to do the explicit numerical simulations with the 
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same deformation speed without increasing the critical timestep. Two alternative 
methods of applying the deformation were investigated. Using a constant 
deformation speed of 150 mm/min and using mass scaling to increase the critical 
time step. The other method was to start with a low deformation speed and increase 
the velocity gradually. 
 
When using mass scaling in explicit simulations of quasi-static problems, the mass 
scaling will introduce undesired kinetic energy to the system. It is important that 
the kinetic energy and the change in kinetic energy are small compared to the 
internal energy and the change in internal energy, respectively. Even if these 
objectives were fulfilled it was found that the mass scaling could have a rather 
strong influence on the local and global collapse mode. Only extensional local 
collapse modes were found in the simulations with wall thickness 4.5 mm even in 
simulations with a relatively limited amount of mass scaling. In addition mass 
scaling will increase the inertia forces which may prevent global buckling or a 
transition from progressive to global buckling. Some initial simulations showed a 
very poor agreement with the experimental tests and it was concluded that mass 
scaling was not usable in this type of simulations. 
 
Ramping up the velocity did not introduce any numerical difficulties. However, a 
very bad agreement with experimental tests was found. Global buckling mode was 
not found in the simulations, and the critical buckling length was underestimated 
for the members with wall thickness 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm, and overestimated for 
members with wall thickness 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm. It was concluded that gradually 
increasing the velocity gave very poor results and could not be used in the 
simulation of quasi-static tests. 
 
It was concluded that using an explicit code to simulate the quasi-static 
experiments yielded very poor results. The implicit code gave better results, but 
numerical problems were encountered.  
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5.2.2 Dynamic analysis 
The results from the simulations of dynamic tests are presented in Table 5-2 and 
Table 5-3. The mean force for the simulations is calculated at the deformation level 
given in the third column in the tables and will be compared with the mean force 
found in the experimental tests in Figure 5-12. For comparison the collapse mode 
from the corresponding experimental test is presented in the same table. 
 
As in the implicit simulations a relatively good description of the progressive 
buckling pattern was found, see Figure 5-8a. The model is also capable of giving a 
relatively accurate description of the transition from progressive to global buckling 
mode, see Figure 5-8b. However, the direct global buckling mode that was found in 
the impact tests for members with 4.5 mm wall thickness at 13 m/s was not found 
in the numerical simulations. 
 
In the experiments global, progressive and transition deformation modes were 
observed at an impact velocity of 13 m/s for members with wall thickness 4.5 mm. 
Members with wall thickness 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm and 3.5 mm collapsed in either 
progressive buckling or in transition between progressive and global buckling, see 
Figure 5-9a. At 20 m/s all members collapsed in either progressive or in transition 
mode independent of wall thickness, see Figure 5-9b. As earlier mentioned, only  
 
a) 0v  = 13 m/s  
L = 1120 mm, h = 2.5 mm 
b) 0v  = 13 m/s  
L = 1520 mm, h = 2.0 mm 
Figure 5-8 Collapse modes, explicit simulations of dynamic tests. 
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Table 5-2 Results from explicit simulations, V0 = 13 m/s. 
Mode1 L  
(mm) 
h   
(mm) 
maxd  
(mm) 
mP   
(kN) Sim. Exp.
1120 1.93 784 26 P - 
1200 1.93 840 26 T P 
1280 1.93 896 27 P P 
1360 1.93 952 27 P P 
1440 1.93 1008 24 T P 
1520 1.93 1064 23 T T 
1600 1.93 1120 23 T T 
960 2.47 672 42 P P 
1120 2.47 784 41 P P 
1200 2.47 840 42 P P 
1280 2.47 896 42 P P 
1360 2.47 952 41 P T 
1440 2.47 1008 41 P - 
1520 2.47 1064 41 P - 
1600 2.47 1120 32 T T 
800 3.35 560 73 P P 
880 3.35 616 74 P P 
1120 3.35 784 73 P P 
1200 3.35 840 73 P P 
1280 3.35 896 61 T - 
1360 3.35 952 62 T P 
1440 3.35 1008 53 T P 
1600 3.35 1120 62 T T 
680 4.39 450 143 P P 
800 4.39 511 142 P P 
880 4.39 550 140 P G 
960 4.39 637 136 P P 
1040 4.39 719 134 P P 
1120 4.39 784 134 P T 
1200 4.39 840 133 P G 
1280 4.39 896 117 T - 
1360 4.39 916 109 T G 
1600 4.39 1082 93 T G 
1 G = global buckling, P = progressive buckling and T = transition. 
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Table 5-3 Results from explicit simulations, V0 = 20 m/s. 
Mode1 L  
(mm) 
h   
(mm) 
maxd  
(mm) 
mP  
(kN) Sim. Exp.
640 1.93 434 30 P P 
800 1.93 539 30 P P 
880 1.93 591 29 P P 
960 1.93 643 29 P - 
1040 1.93 728 29 P - 
1120 1.93 784 29 T P 
1200 1.93 840 28 T - 
1280 1.93 896 29 T - 
1440 1.93 1008 24 T T 
1520 1.93 1064 28 T T 
640 2.47 427 46 P P 
800 2.47 528 45 P P 
880 2.47 578 45 P - 
960 2.47 672 44 P - 
1040 2.47 728 44 T - 
1120 2.47 784 43 P P 
1200 2.47 840 43 P - 
1280 2.47 896 43 T P 
1360 2.47 952 43 T T 
1440 2.47 1008 42 P T 
1520 2.47 1064 40 T - 
1600 2.47 1120 42 T - 
640 3.35 409 84 P P 
800 3.35 560 84 P P 
960 3.35 672 79 P P 
1120 3.35 784 78 P P 
1360 3.35 952 76 P - 
1440 3.35 1008 74 P P 
1520 3.35 1064 64 T P 
1600 3.35 1120 63 T T 
1760 3.35 972 69 T P 
1840 3.35 1288 63 T T 
1920 3.35 1344 57 T T 
640 4.39 383 141 P P 
800 4.39 516 134 P P 
960 4.39 649 131 P P 
1120 4.39 766 129 P P 
1440 4.39 912 126 P P 
1600 4.39 951 126 P P 
1760 4.39 947 126 P P 
1840 4.39 914 131 P P 
1920 4.39 907 132 T T 
1 G = global buckling, P = progressive buckling and T = transition. 
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Figure 5-9 Response. 
 
progressive and transition mode were observed in the simulations for all wall 
thicknesses at both impact velocities. As can be seen from Figure 5-9, a relatively 
good agreement is found between the numerical simulations and the experimental 
results. The critical buckling length is in some cases over- or underestimated, but 
the general trend is captured. However, the numerical simulations were not capable 
of predicting the global buckling mode observed in the tests specimens with wall 
thickness 4.5 mm at an impact velocity of at 13 m/s. This may be the cause of the 
over-prediction of the critical buckling length of members with wall thickness 
4.5 mm. 
 
In the experimental tests with impact velocity 13 m/s, it was observed that the 
deformation started at the clamped end for all members with wall thickness 
2.0 mm, 2.5 mm and 3.5 mm. The starting point was more random for members 
with wall thickness 4.5 mm. In the simulations, the deformation started at the 
clamped end for all members with thickness 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm. However, for the 
members with wall thickness 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm the deformation started at the 
impacted end in all the simulations.  
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At 20 m/s the formation of the first lobes was more or less random for the members 
with wall thickness 2.5 mm and 4.5 mm in the experimental tests. In seven of the 
tests with a wall thickness 2.0 mm the deformation started at the impacted end and 
only once at the clamped end. For nine of the tests with a wall thickness of 3.5 mm 
the deformation started at the clamped end and only once at the impacted end. In 
the simulations the deformation started at clamped end for all specimens with wall 
thickness 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm. In the more thin-walled members with wall 
thickness 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm, the formation of lobes started simultaneously at 
both ends, see Figure 5-10. This tendency to form lobes at both ends was to some 
degree also observed in the experimental tests. 
 
 
a) h = 2.0 mm 
 
b) h = 2.5 mm 
 
c) h = 3.5 mm 
 
d) h = 4.5 mm 
Figure 5-10 Formation of first lobes at 20 m/s. 
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Figure 5-11 shows that the force level is underestimated by the numerical model 
for members collapsing in both progressive and transition mode. The reasons for 
this will be discussed later. As can be seen from Figure 5-11b there is a drop in 
force level when the transition from progressive to global buckling occurs. It is 
obviously important that the model is capable of predicting this transition.  
 
The mean force was calculated at the total deformation, maxd , in Table 5-2 and 
Table 5-3, which in most cases corresponds to a deformation equal to 
approximately 70 % of the free length of the members. In some of the simulations 
with a transition from progressive to global buckling mode, the contact between the 
impactor and the tests specimen was lost, thus the mean force had to be calculated 
at a lower level of deformation. The mean force plotted in Figure 5-12, however, is 
calculated at the same deformation level as the mean force of the corresponding 
experimental tests. In Figure 5-12 only the results from members collapsing in 
progressive mode in both the numerical simulations and experimental tests are 
presented. The mean force level for members collapsing in a transition mode is 
very dependent on the time of transition and the transition seldom occurs at exactly 
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Figure 5-11 Force-displacement plots, explicit simulations. 
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the same level of deformation in the simulations and experimental tests, thus the 
comparison of members collapsing in a transition from progressive to global 
buckling mode is omitted. As can be seen from Figure 5-12, the mean force level is 
underestimated in the numerical simulations. In the simulations with impact 
velocity 13 m/s the mean force is underestimated with 42 %, 36 %, 27 % and 12 % 
for the 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm, 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm respectively. At 20 m/s the mean 
force is underestimated with 23 %, 26 %, 16 % and 14 % respectively. The 
deviation in mean force is decreasing for increasing wall thickness. 
 
The baseline model gives a very good prediction of the collapse modes found in the 
experimental tests, but the mean force level is underestimated. Thus, in the 
parametric study in Section 5.3 the main focus has been placed on the collapse 
mode of the extrusions and not on the force level. Reyes et al (2002, 2003, 2004) 
also found LS-DYNA to underestimate the mean force level when studying oblique 
loading of aluminium extrusions. 
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b) Impact velocity 20 m/s. 
Figure 5-12 Correlation plot mean force explicit simulations of impact tests. 
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5.2.3 Improvement of the baseline model 
As mentioned in Section 5.2.2 the mean force level is underestimated in the 
explicit simulations. In this section, focus will be on identifying the cause of this 
underestimation of mean force level. The influence from both physical and purely 
numerical parameters will be investigated. When comparing the mean force level it 
corresponds to an axial deformation of 66 % of the initial length of the test 
specimens. 
 
5.2.3.1 Corners 
Some simplifications with respect to geometry were done in the numerical model. 
The cross-section was modelled as perpendicular plates with constant wall 
thickness. The cross-section of the tested extruded members, however, has a small 
curvature at the corners and a somewhat larger wall-thickness in this area, see 
Figure 5-13.  
 
The curvature in the corners leads to a somewhat larger cross-sectional area. 
Through some simple geometrical considerations the total increase in cross 
sectional area was found to be 13.76 mm2 independent on wall thickness.  
 
 
Figure 5-13 Corner geometry. 
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In order to take the increased cross-sectional area into account the wall thickness in 
the two corner elements was increased. The relative increase in cross-sectional area 
and element thickness is presented in Table 5-4. As the outer curvature of the 
corners is relatively high it was chosen to continue modeling the corners with 
perpendicular walls. 
 
It is well known that a major part of the energy absorption for square tubes 
collapsing in an axi-symmetric mode takes place in the corner section. Thus a small 
increase in cross-sectional area might lead to a significant increase in mean force 
since the additional cross-sectional area is located in the corner elements. 
 
The length of the member was kept constant at 800 mm, and four specimens with 
wall thickness 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm, 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm, respectively, were analysed 
at an impact velocity of 20 m/s. 
  
Changing the wall thickness in the two corner elements did not have any effect on 
the folding mode. However, with an exception of the members with wall thickness 
3.5 mm the mean force was increased for all simulations. The increase in mean 
force level was 10.47 %, 7.15 % and 3.42 % for the members with 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm 
and 4.5 mm respectively. It was as expected that the increase in force was larger 
for the more thin-walled members as the relative increase in cross-sectional area 
was larger for these members. However, the decrease in mean force level of 2.71 % 
for the member with 3.5 mm wall thickness was unexpected. It can be concluded 
that some of the reduced mean force level in the numerical simulations compared 
to the experimental test can be attributed to the simplified modeling of the corners. 
 
Table 5-4 Corner properties. 
Wall thickness 2.0 mm 2.5 mm 3.5 mm 4.5 mm 
Increase in cross sectional area 2.28 % 1.80 % 1.34 % 1.04 % 
Increase in corner element thickness 22.76 % 17.91 % 13.36 % 10.33 % 
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5.2.3.2 Amplitude of local imperfections 
The cross-sectional imperfections used in the baseline simulations were based on 
the production tolerances given by the extrusion supplier. It was assumed that the 
amplitude of the local imperfections would have little influence on the mean force 
level as long as they were large enough to trigger the correct deformation mode. 
 
Søvik Opheim (1996) measured the initial imperfections of a 500 mm length of an 
aluminium alloy 6060 temper T4 extrusion with wall thickness 2.5 mm. An 
irregular imperfection pattern with maximum amplitude of 0.07 mm (b/2286) was 
found. The data is limited, and does not allow for general conclusions regarding the 
distribution and amplitude of initial out-of-plane imperfections (Søvik Opheim, 
1996). 
 
Simulations of an 800 mm long member with a wall thickness of 2.5 mm with 
varying amplitude of local imperfection were carried out. In the baseline 
simulations the amplitude of local imperfections, lδ , was b/200. Four simulations 
with local imperfection amplitude of b/100, b/400, b/800 and b/2000 were run at an 
impact velocity of 20 m/s. 
 
Mean force vs. displacement curves are presented in Figure 5-14a. As can be seen 
from the figure the force vs. displacement history is influenced by the choice of 
amplitude of the local imperfections. The mean force is increased by 8.58 %, 
9.31 % and 10.08 % for initial imperfections of b/400, b/800 and b/2000 
respectively. As can be seen from Figure 5-14b there is a lot of high frequency 
oscillations in the force level. This is probably due to elastic stress waves 
propagating in the member. These oscillations were not present when the amplitude 
of the local imperfection was equal or larger than b/200. 
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Figure 5-14 Influence from amplitude of local imperfections. 
 
From Figure 5-14a it can be concluded that the mean force level is converging 
towards a constant value for local imperfections amplitudes of b/400 or less.  
 
As can be seen from Figure 5-14b the peak force is not heavily influenced by the 
choice of local imperfection amplitude. Since the stresses are well inside the plastic 
area this is not unexpected in a material experiencing a limited amount of strain 
hardening. 
 
Some additional simulations on a more thick-walled member with wall thickness 
3.5 mm and 4.5 mm were preformed. The results from members with wall 
thickness 3.5 mm are not conclusive, see Table 5-5. However, as can be seen from 
Figure 5-15, a decrease in local imperfection amplitude leads to a change in folding 
mode for members with wall thickness 4.5 mm. 
 
The extruded members started folding in an extensional mode instead of the axi-
symmetric mode that was observed in the experimental tests, and a transition from 
progressive to global buckling occurred in one simulation. 
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100l bδ =  
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400l bδ =  
 
2000l bδ =  
Figure 5-15 Influence from local imperfection amplitude on buckling mode of members 
with wall thickness 4.5 mm. 
 
From the simulations it can be concluded that the amplitude of the imperfections 
might have an influence on the mean force level but great care should be taken in 
order not to trigger the wrong local deformation mode. It is possible that the 
imperfection amplitude is dependent on the wall-thickness.  
 
5.2.3.3 Strain rate 
In the baseline model the material is assumed to be strain rate insensitive. 
However, material tests performed by Enjalbert (2003) have shown that there is a 
small strain rate sensitivity in aluminium alloy 6060-T6. Even though the strain 
rate sensitivity is small it may have an influence on both the mean force level and 
the behaviour of the extruded members, i.e. the transition from progressive to 
global buckling. Enjalbert (2003) performed tensile tests on specimens cut from 
aluminium alloy 6060-T6 tubes in a hydraulic testing machine and in a “Split 
Hopkinson Tension Bar”. Specimens cut from a tube with wall thickness 4.5 mm 
were tested at different strain rates. Figure 5-16 shows the strain rate sensitivity at 
different levels of plastic strain. 
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Figure 5-16 Strain rate sensitivity in aluminium alloy 6060-T6 (Enjalbert, 2003). 
 
As can be seen from the figure there is a small positive strain rate sensitivity in 
aluminium alloy 6060-T6. To take strain rate effects into account material model 
103 in LS-DYNA was used  
 ( ) 20
1
, (1 exp( ))p p p p Vmeff eff eff i i eff k eff
i
Q C Vσ ε ε σ ε ε
=
= + − − +∑   (5-1) 
Using the method of least squares the constants kV  and mV  was estimated to 26.05 
and 0.055 at a plastic strain level of 0.005. It was assumed that the strain rate 
sensitivity was the same for all wall thicknesses.  
 
To establish the influence from strain rate on the mean force level, simulations of 
an 800 mm long extruded tube were performed at 13 m/s and 20 m/s. Four 
thicknesses were tested at both impact velocities. In addition, a simulation series 
with constant wall thickness of 2.5 mm at 20 m/s and varying length was 
performed to investigate the influence from strain rate on the transition from 
progressive to global buckling. 
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The simulations showed that the influence from the strain rate on the mean force 
level was very small for most combinations of wall thickness and velocities. At 
13 m/s the change in mean force was less than ± 1 % independent of wall 
thickness. However, at 20 m/s an increase in mean force level of 8.85 % was 
observed for the 2.0 mm thick specimen. For the other wall thicknesses the change 
in mean force level was relatively small. 
 
The simulation series with constant wall thickness 2.5 mm and impact velocity 
20 m/s showed that the strain rate sensitivity had an effect on the transition from 
progressive to global buckling. The specimen with length 1360 mm collapsed in a 
transition mode in the simulations without strain rate effects and in a progressive 
mode in the simulations with strain rate sensitivity. For the member with length 
1400 mm the opposite was observed.  
 
From the simulations it can be concluded that the strain rate sensitivity has minimal 
influence on the mean force level. However, it may influence the transition from 
progressive to global buckling. 
 
5.2.3.4 Self contact 
As the extruded tube deforms, contact between the lobes will occur. Thickness 
offsets are not included in surface to surface and node to surface contact 
algorithms. In single surface contact algorithms they are always included. 
However, the default thickness contacth used in the contact formulation is given by 
 ( )min ,0.4contact initial edgeh h l= ⋅  (5-2) 
where initialh  is the initial shell thickness and edgel  is the length of the side edge of 
the shell element. In thin shells this is not a problem as the thickness of the shell is 
much smaller than the other dimensions, but for thick shells the thickness and the 
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length of the side edge can be of similar size and the thickness used in the contact 
formulation will be much smaller than the real thickness. 
 
In the current simulations an element size of 4x4 mm is used giving a shell 
thickness in the contact formulation of 1.6 mm. Simulations were carried out using 
the shell thickness in the contact formulation equal to the initial thickness of the 
shell. All four thicknesses were tested at an impact velocity of 20 m/s. A decrease 
in mean force level of 6.75 % was found for the member with wall thickness 
3.5 mm. For the other thicknesses the change in mean force level was less than 1 
%. Thus it was concluded that the use of the actual thickness in the contact 
algorithm in LS-DYNA had little influence on the mean force level. The thickness 
of the shell will change during deformation, this thickness change is per default not 
included in the contact formulation of LS-DYNA. However, since the use of the 
actual thickness had very little influence on the mean force level, it was assumed 
that the change in mean force because of the change of thickness in the contact 
algorithm would have a very small influence on the mean force. 
 
5.2.3.5 Element type 
In the simulations, Belytschko-Tsai (type 2) (Hallquist, 2003) shell elements were 
used. This element type is very CPU efficient and thus a natural choice. Two other 
element types were tested, namely the Hughes-Liu element (type 1) (Hallquist, 
2003) and a fully integrated element (type 16) (Hallquist, 2003). Again all four 
thicknesses were tested at an impact velocity of 20 m/s. The length was kept 
constant at 800 mm. 
 
When using the Hughes-Liu elements (type 1) there were some problems with 
hourglassing for the member with wall thickness 4.5 mm and the simulations ended 
prematurely. For the other thicknesses a decrease in mean force level in the range 
of 0.24 – 3.4 % was observed. 
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The fully integrated element type 16 gave an increase in force level of 4.21 %, 
3.50 % and 1.20 % for the members with wall thickness 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm and 
4.5 mm respectively. The member with wall thickness 3.5 mm experienced a 
decrease in force level of -4.59 %. 
 
The simulations with different element types are not conclusive, but it seems that 
the choice of element type does not have any major influence on the mean force 
level. 
 
5.2.3.6 Summary 
Table 5-5 summarizes the effect on the mean force level from the different 
investigated parameters. The table gives the percentage increase/decrease 
compared to the baseline model. 
 
It can be concluded from Table 5-5 that the amplitude of the local imperfections is 
the most important parameter influencing the mean force level. The tendencies 
were not that conclusive for the other parameters investigated. However, it seems 
that modelling of the corners and the use of element type 16 have in general a 
positive effect on the mean force level. 
 
Table 5-6 gives the relative CPU cost for the different parameters investigated in 
this study. Studying the CPU cost directly may be misguiding as it is very 
dependent on the number of cycles needed in the simulation. The number of cycles 
in one simulation may be significantly increased if one element experiences a large 
decrease in size. Thus, in Table 5-6 the relative CPU cost pr cycle for the 
investigated parameter and the baseline model is presented.  
  
Table 5-6 shows that only the change of element type leads to a significant increase 
in relative CPU cost. For all other parameters the increase in relative CPU cost is 
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73 % or less. Especially the use of the fully integrated element type 16 is very CPU 
costly. 
 
The influences from the different parameters presented in Table 5-5 are not 
necessarily additive. In order to check this, a simulation including all the parameter 
variations that had a positive effect on the mean force was carried out. The 2.5 mm 
thick specimen was selected and element type 16, local imperfection amplitude of 
b/2000 and thicker corners were used.  
 
Table 5-5 Influence on mean force level from some selected parameters.  
 2.0 mm 2.5 mm 3.5 mm 4.5 mm 
Corners +10.47 % +7.15 % -2.71 % +3.42 % 
Imperfections (b/100) - -2.55 % -12.88 % -1.42 % 
Imperfections (b/400) - +8.59 % -6.08 % +11.06 % 1 
Imperfections (b/800) - +9.31 % +2.28 % - 
Imperfections (b/2000) - +10.08 % -3.80 % +13.77 % 1 
Strain rate (13 m/s) +0.22 % +0.10 % +0.00 % -0.98 % 
Strain rate (20 m/s) +8.85 % +0.20 % -2.67 % +0.16 % 
Contact -0.08 % +0.54 % -6.75 % +0.69 % 
Element type 16 +4.21 % +3.50 % -4.59 % +1.20 % 
Element type 1 -0.29 % -0.24 % -3.40 % HG2 
1 Mode change. 
2 Simulation terminated because of hourglassing. 
 
Table 5-6 Relative CPU cost. 
 2.0 mm 2.5 mm 3.5 mm 4.5 mm Average 
Corners 1.17 1.03 1.02 0.89 1.03 
Imperfections (b/100) - 1.00 - - - 
Imperfections (b/400) - 1.01 - - - 
Imperfections (b/800) - 1.02 - - - 
Imperfections (b/2000) - 1.03 - - - 
Strain rate (13 m/s) 1.24 1.15 1.31 1.23 1.23 
Strain rate (20 m/s) 1.73 1.31 1.20 1.15 1.35 
Contact 1.14 0.97 0.78 0.98 0.97 
Element type 16 4.20 3.53 3.21 3.53 3.62 
Element type 1 2.09 1.45 1.43 HG1 1.66 
1 Simulation terminated because of hourglassing. 
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Figure 5-17 Mean force level using the updated numerical model. 
 
As can be seen from the figure the mean force is increased with 15.31 % compared 
to the baseline model. However, the updated model still underestimates the mean 
force level with 6.87 % compared to the experimental tests at a deformation of 
453 mm. The author can at the present time not give an adequate explanation for 
this, but as earlier mentioned Reyes et al. (2003) also reported that LS-DYNA gave 
conservative predictions of the mean force. 
 
5.3 Parametric study 
The baseline model establish in Section 5.2 has been used in a parametric study on 
the response of axially loaded thin-walled extrusions. The parameters that have 
been investigated in this section are the impact velocity, material properties and the 
use of a trigger to stabilize the deformation to a progressive buckling mode. Since 
the numerical model underestimates the mean force level the main focus has been 
on the collapse mode. 
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5.3.1 Velocity 
The experimental tests in Section 4 and numerical simulations in Section 5.2 show 
that the response of axially loaded aluminium extrusions is sensitive to the impact 
velocity. Thus, in this section the influence of velocity on the critical global 
slenderness and mean force level for members collapsing in progressive buckling 
has been investigated.  
 
To reduce the number of simulations it was chosen to focus on one local 
slenderness ratio. The width and thickness was kept constant at 80 mm and 2.5 mm 
respectively. This is a typical combination of width/thickness for components in a 
spaceframe. The main focus in this section has been on the collapse mode and not 
on the force level. The experimental tests showed that the critical global 
slenderness was decreased in the impact tests compared to the quasi-static tests. 
For the chosen geometry the critical global slenderness was approximately the 
same in impact tests with 13 m/s and 20 m/s.  
 
The collapse modes found in the numerical simulations are presented in Figure 
5-18. 
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Figure 5-18 Collapse mode vs. velocity. 
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The critical global slenderness increased with the velocity from 7 to 13 m/s. A 
further increase in impact velocity led to a decrease in critical global slenderness. It 
was observed that the members had a tendency to develop lobes at several places 
along the length of the member simultaneously, thus making the member more 
unstable and increasing the probability of a transition from progressive to global 
buckling. As the figure shows, an increasingly anomalous response was observed 
when the impact velocity was increased to 20 m/s and above. This makes it 
difficult to give a definite value for the critical global slenderness. 
 
Figure 5-19 shows the average mean force vs. velocity for members collapsing in 
progressive buckling mode. As expected the average mean force is increasing for 
increasing velocity. 
 
The mean force appears to increase linearly for increasing impact velocity. This is 
in agreement with the results obtained by Hanssen et al. (2000) and Langseth et al. 
(1999). 
 
In conclusion, the response of the axially loaded aluminium extrusions is very 
dependent on the impact velocity. The mean force is increasing linearly with the 
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Figure 5-19 Mean force vs. velocity. 
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impact velocity but the global stability will decrease and the response will be more 
anomalous. 
 
5.3.2 Temper 
To study the influence from the material properties on the structural behaviour, 
simulations using the material properties of AA6060 temper T4 (Reyes et al., 2003) 
were carried out. A comparison between the strain hardening properties of AA6060 
T4 and T6 is presented in Figure 5-20. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 5-20, the temper T6 material has a relatively high yield 
strength and little strain hardening compared to the temper T4 material. The strain-
hardening properties were the only difference between the model used in this and 
previous chapters.  
 
Components with a wall thickness of 2.5 mm impacted at 13 m/s and 20 m/s were 
studied. Figure 5-21 shows the deformation of the members at an early stage. 
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Figure 5-20 Strain hardening curves for temper T4 and T6. 
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Temper T6 Temper T4 Temper T6 Temper T4 
v0= 13 m/s v0= 13 m/s v0= 20 m/s v0= 20 m/s 
 
a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
Figure 5-21 Buckling pattern, L=1120 mm and h=2.5 mm. 
 
The deformation pattern is quite similar for the members in Figure 5-21a, b and c. 
The deformation is localized at one or both ends. In Figure 5-21d a typical example 
of dynamic plastic buckling can be observed. This was only observed for the T4 
members at 20 m/s. Dynamic plastic buckling is characterized by an initial 
wrinkling within a sustained plastic flow along the shell length during the first 
phase of deformation. According to Karagiozova and Jones (2004, 2002) dynamic 
plastic buckling can occur in square tubes for high velocity impacts and particular 
material properties. In general, when the components start to develop folds 
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simultaneously along the length of the member, they become unstable and a 
transition from progressive to global buckling occurred for relatively short 
columns.  
 
In Figure 5-22 a comparison of the response of members made from extrusions in 
temper T4 and T6 is presented. 
 
Figure 5-22 shows that the critical global slenderness is significantly reduced for 
the T4 members. However, the anomalous response that was observed at 20 m/s 
with members made of 6060-T6 was not present for members made of 6060-T4. At 
20 m/s the decrease in critical global slenderness is probably related to the dynamic 
plastic buckling that was observed in the members made of 6060-T4. The initial 
wrinkling weakens the stability of the member and the transition from progressive 
to global buckling will occur for relatively short columns. At 13 m/s it was 
observed that the deformation was localized at both ends for the columns in temper 
T4, whereas the members made of 6060-T6 experienced folding either at the 
impacted or clamped end. It is believed that folding at the clamped and impacted 
end at the same time will reduce the stability of the column and thus increase the 
probability of a transition from progressive to global buckling. 
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Figure 5-22 Response T4 vs. T6. 
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In summary, the average mean force for members in temper T4 collapsing in 
progressive buckling mode was 31.55 kN and 35.30 kN at 13 m/s and 20 m/s 
respectively. The mean force was calculated at a deformation length equal to 70 % 
of the original length of the member. This is a reduction in mean force of 23.88 % 
and 19.34 %, respectively, compared to the simulations with the T6 members.  
 
The critical buckling length was significantly reduced for the temper T4 members 
compared to the temper T6 members. This is partly because of the dynamic plastic 
buckling mode that was found in the high speed simulations for the T4 members. 
As expected, a reduction in mean force was observed compared to the T6 
specimens.  
 
5.3.3 Triggers 
The behaviour of the extruded profiles was found to be dependent on the position 
of the first lobes. Different methods are currently being used to control the 
deformation behaviour of thin-walled aluminium extrusions, e.g. non-uniform plate 
thickness, tilted partitions or other geometrical details. The physical geometrical 
features are, however, often time consuming and expensive to produce (Bjørneklett 
and Myhr, 2003). Bjørneklett and Myhr (2003) used local material design to 
initiate a favourable buckling mode as a means of controlling the energy absorption 
in a product during crash. This type of design feature is highly cost-effective 
compared to alternative processes of making complex protrusions, embossments, 
stampings etc (Bjørneklett and Myhr, 2003).  
 
By introducing a thermally induced trigger at the impacted end an attempt to 
increase the critical global slenderness was made. Bjørneklett and Myhr (2003) 
showed that the yield stress can be reduced over a very limited area. The borders 
between areas with different yield strength are relatively sharp. Bjørneklett and 
Myhr (2003) used a heat induced trigger with a width of 20 mm situated a small 
distance below the upper end of the extrusion. They found the heat induced trigger 
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to function well, the deformation was initiated at the location of the heat induced 
trigger and the peak force was reduced by approximately 50 % (Bjørneklett and 
Myhr, 2003).  
 
In the present simulations it was chosen to model the upper 80 mm with reduced 
yield stress. The hardening characteristics of the heat induced trigger is not known, 
thus two different hardening curves were investigated for the thermally induced 
triggers, labelled as “material 1” and “material 2” in Figure 5-23 respectively. For 
“material 1”, 0σ  in Equation (2-4) is reduced by 50 MPa, this will reduce the yield 
stress but the hardening is the same as in the base material. For “material 2”, 0σ  is 
reduced by 50 MPa and 1Q  is increased by 50 MPa. The yield stress is reduced 
compared to the base material, and the strain hardening is increased.  
 
To compare the two materials, a series of simulations for the members with 2.0 mm 
wall thickness impacted at 20 m/s was performed. No difference in response was 
observed. The collapse mode was identical for both materials and the variation in 
mean force was less than 0.5 %. The average peak force was 100 MPa for material 
1 and 112 MPa for material 2 giving a ratio between the peak and mean force of 
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Figure 5-23 Material properties of triggers. 
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3.48 and 3.89 respectively. Since the difference in response was negligible, it was 
chosen to use only the “material 1” trigger in the subsequent simulations.  
 
Two runs of simulations were performed, one at 13 m/s and one at 20 m/s. The 
same width and four thicknesses as in Section 5.2.2 were tested at both impact 
velocities. The deformation started at the impacted end in all simulations 
independent of wall thickness and impact velocity. As expected the trigger 
mechanism at the upper end of the extrusion lead to a reduction in peak force.  
 
In the simulations with impact velocity 13 m/s the peak force was reduced by 
approximately 21% for all thicknesses. It was observed that the length of the 
member had no influence on the peak force. The reduction in mean force was only 
compared for members collapsing in progressive folding mode, since the energy 
absorption and thus the mean force is very dependent on the time of transition. No 
reduction in mean force was observed for members with wall thickness 2.0 mm and 
2. 5 mm. However, a small reduction of 2.5 % was observed for the 3.5 mm thick 
specimens. For members with wall thickness 4.5 mm the reduction was as high as 
10 %. 
 
At an impact velocity of 20 m/s the reduction in peak force was approximately 
55 % and independent of wall thickness and extrusion length. For members 
collapsing in progressive local folding the difference in mean force was negligible 
for the members with wall thickness 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm. The average reduction in 
mean force was 3 % and 11 % for the members with wall thickness 3.5 mm and 
4.5 mm respectively. 
 
The collapse modes found in the numerical simulations are presented in Figure 
5-24. 
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b) v0 = 20 m/s. 
Figure 5-24 Response with heat trigger. 
 
At 13 m/s triggering of the deformation by the heat treatment had a positive 
influence on the critical buckling length for the members with wall thickness 
3.5 mm and 4.5 mm. However, the members with wall thickness 2.0 mm and 
2.5 mm experienced a small decrease in critical buckling length.  
 
The heat induced trigger had a better effect when the impact velocity was increasd 
to 20 m/s. A relatively large increase in critical global slenderness was observed for 
all thicknesses except 4.5 mm.  
 
It can be concluded from the simulations that the introduction of a heat trigger in 
general had a very positive influence on the stability of the axial loaded 
components. In most cases an increase in critical global slenderness was observed. 
The reduction in force level was relatively small and a significant reduction in peak 
force was found for all thicknesses and velocities. 
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6 Theory 
This chapter consists of three main parts. In Section 6.1 the buckling load for 
columns and plates will be presented. Solutions according to both elastic and 
plastic theories are considered. In Section 6.2 the experimental results for mean 
force and peak force obtained in Chapter 4 are compared with existing models and 
the design code Eurocode 9 (2004). Section 6.3 deals with analytical models for 
predicting the collapse mode of axially loaded thin-walled tubes.  
 
6.1 Axially loaded structural components 
Axially loaded components are quite common in structural and automotive design. 
Components in compression can collapse in several buckling modes as well as by 
plastification of the cross section depending on the local and global slenderness of 
the component.  
 
Instability because of buckling is not necessarily associated with failure. Plate 
buckling in the extrusion walls leads to progressive buckling which is the favoured 
collapse mode in a crash box. Global buckling, however, is an undesired collapse 
mode due to the large lateral deflections and the reduction in energy absorption. 
Thus, the understanding of the different buckling modes and their interaction is 
important in the design of axially loaded components. 
 
6.1.1 Column buckling 
Axially loaded components made of materials such as steel and aluminium often 
have high slenderness. Thus they are vulnerable to buckling.  
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Unfortunately the term buckling is often used both for the response of a perfectly 
straight column loaded axially as well as when a column with imperfections is 
loaded laterally and axially. This mix is unfortunate, since the first example is an 
instability problem while the other is a second order bending problem (Larsen, 
1997). In this section both problems will be considered. 
 
It is common to divide the problem of buckling of axially loaded columns into 
either elastic or plastic buckling dependent on whether the column collapses in the 
elastic or plastic regime respectively. In general long slender columns will buckle 
elastically and short stocky columns will collapse in the plastic area. In the 
following both elastic and plastic buckling will be described. 
 
6.1.1.1 Euler buckling 
The behaviour of an axially loaded column is fairly complicated. Therefore the 
idealized Euler column will first be considered. Euler, as a mathematician, was 
interested principally in the geometrical forms of elastic curves (Timoshenko, 
1982). Euler found the buckling load of a column clamped at one end and free at 
the other to be 
 
2
24E
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l
π=  (6-1) 
The buckling load of an axially loaded column is derived under the following 
assumptions: 
 
¾ Axial loading i.e. the centre of gravity of the load passes through the centre 
of gravity of the cross-section 
¾ Linear elastic material, i.e. no plasticity 
¾ The deflections are small 
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Using these assumptions, the Euler buckling load for an axially loaded column can 
easily be found as 
 
2
2E
k
EIN
L
π=  (6-2) 
where kL  is the buckling length. The buckling length is dependent on the boundary 
conditions of the column. The Euler buckling stress is found by dividing the 
buckling load by the nominal cross-sectional area 
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Here the slenderness ratio ,  k kL i i I Aλ = = . By introducing the reduced 
slenderness ratio 
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where 0.2σ  is the 0.2 % proof strength, the relation between the dimensionless 
Euler critical stress and the reduced slenderness can be expressed as 
 2
0.2
1Ecr
k
σ
σ λ=  (6-5) 
When using Equation (6-5), columns made of different materials can be compared.  
 
6.1.1.2 Tangent modulus theory 
The Euler critical stress is only valid if the material response is elastic until 
buckling occurs. For short columns a plastic collapse will occur at a critical stress 
E
cr crσ σ< .  
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If strain hardening is neglected, a column is not capable of carrying a stress larger 
than the yield stress or proportional limit. According to Larsen (1997), a transition 
curve is required when the reduced slenderness is smaller than a critical limit, i.e. 
when 
 p
p
E
f
λ λ π≤ =  (6-6) 
where pf  is the proportionality limit of the material. Engesser suggested in 1889 
that the critical load for members with low slenderness ratio could be found by 
replacing the Young’s modulus E  in Equation (6-3) with the tangent modulus tE , 
given as the slope of the stress strain curve, tE d dσ ε= , at buckling (Gaylord jr 
and Gaylord, 1972), i.e. 
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It is assumed that the column is initially perfectly straight and without internal 
stresses. The dimensionless critical stress according to the tangent modulus theory 
can be expressed in terms of the reduced slenderness ratio as 
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The tangent modulus theory is based on the fact that there is no strain reversal 
when a column passes from the straight to a bent configuration (Iyengar, 1988). 
Shanley (1947) showed that the bending of a column may proceed simultaneously 
with increase in the axial load. 
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6.1.1.3 Double modulus theory 
The tangent modulus theory was criticised by Considére (1889) and Jasinski (1895) 
for not taking into account the elastic strain reversal in parts of the cross-section 
during buckling (Larsen, 1997). The double modulus theory takes this effect into 
accounts by replacing the Young’s modulus E  with a double modulus rE , see 
Equation (6-9). The double modulus for a rectangular cross section is given by 
(Larsen, 1997) 
 ( )2
4 t
r
t
EEE
E E
=
+
 (6-9) 
The dimensionless buckling stress according to the double modulus theory reads 
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The double modulus theory will give a buckling stress that is slightly higher than 
the buckling stress estimated by the tangent modulus theory. 
 
6.1.1.4 Buckling of a real column with initial imperfections 
For simplicity, a pin ended column is chosen. It is assumed that the initial 
geometric imperfection and the total deflection are given by: 
 0 0 sin
xu
L
πδ=  (6-11) 
 sin xu
L
πδ=  (6-12) 
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where 0δ  and δ  are the initial imperfection and total deflection amplitude. L  is 
the length of the column. Moment equilibrium of the axially loaded pin ended 
column gives 
 
 ( ), 0,xx xxNu EI u u= − −  (6-13) 
and when introducing Equations (6-11) and (6-12) 
 [ ] ( )2 0 0EN EI NL
πδ δ δ δ δ = − = −    (6-14) 
The deflection of the column can be expressed as a function of the initial 
imperfection and the axial load 
 0
1
E
N
N
δδ = −  (6-15) 
For simplicity a linear interaction between moment and axial load is considered 
 y
N M
A W
σ = +  (6-16) 
Introducing M N δ= ⋅  givers 
 1
p p p p
N M N N
N M N M
δ+ = + =  (6-17) 
where axial and moment capacity is given by  
 p yN Aσ=  (6-18) 
 p yM Wσ=  (6-19) 
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Introducing δ  from Equation (6-15) gives the critical buckling load kN  
 0 0 1
1 1
pk k k k
k pkp p p p p
E p E
NN N N N
N NNN M N N M
N N N
δ δ+ = + =
− −
 (6-20) 
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where 
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The imperfection amplitude, 0δ , is often related to the length of the column, e.g. in 
design codes an initial imperfection amplitude of 0 1000Lδ =  for a pin ended 
column is often used. Assuming that the initial imperfection is proportional to the 
length of the column, the relation between the critical buckling load and the 
imperfection amplitude is as given in Figure 6-1. 
 
Be aware that the shape of the curve is a function of the imperfection amplitude 0δ  
as well as the interaction curve for the cross section capacity. 
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Figure 6-1 Critical load vs. imperfection amplitude. 
 
6.1.1.5 Comparison 
Experiments on small specimens of rectangular cross-section columns of mild steel 
conducted by von Karman supported the observations made by Considére. 
However, Shanley (1947) performed experiments on aluminium columns with 
different shapes and concluded that the results theoretically obtained by using the 
double modulus are different from those arrived at experimentally. He found that 
the theoretical values obtained by the tangent modulus theory were closer to the 
experimental values. He attributed this to differences in the stress-strain curves for 
mild steel and aluminium. However, he further observed that this is only valid if no 
strain reversal takes place. If strain reversal takes place the double modulus theory 
will give the correct result. The double modulus, rE , will in general be larger than 
the tangent modulus, tE , thus the stress according to the double modulus theory 
will be higher than the stress estimated by the tangent modulus theory. In Figure 
6-5 the results from members collapsing in a global buckling mode in the quasi-
static experiments have been compared with the Euler, tangent and double modulus 
theory. 
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6.1.2 Plate buckling 
Many of the structural components used in an e.g. a spaceframe have a slender 
cross-section. If the wall thickness is small compared to the width, the extrusion 
walls will be sensitive to plate buckling. In the following sections, theories for 
elastic and plastic buckling of plates will be presented. 
 
6.1.2.1 Elastic buckling of thin plates 
If the local slenderness (width/thickness) ratio is small, the extrusion walls will 
collapse at a stress level that is lower than the yield stress, similar to the Euler 
buckling of axially loaded columns. To derive the equilibrium equation the 
following assumptions are made 
 
i. The effect of shear strains on bending is negligible in a plate whose 
thickness is small compared to the lateral dimensions. (As a consequence, 
the lines normal to the middle surface before bending will remain straight 
and normal after bending.) 
ii. The normal stress zσ  and the corresponding strain zε  are negligible. 
(Therefore, the transverse deflection w  at any point ( ), ,w x y z  is equal to 
the transverse deflection at the corresponding point ( ), ,0x y  along the 
middle surface). 
 
The differential equation for an initially plane plate subjected to in-plane uniaxial 
uniform compression ( xN− ) is given by 
 
2
4
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xN ww
D x
∂∇ + =∂  (6-24) 
where the plate stiffness is given by 
 ( )
3
212 1
EhD ν= −  (6-25) 
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E  is the modulus of elasticity and h  is the plate thickness. For a simply supported 
plate the following displacement function satisfies the boundary conditions and the 
differential equation given in Equation (6-24) 
 ( ), sin sinmn m x n yw x y w a b
π π=  (6-26) 
where a  and b  are the plate length and width. Introducing the displacement 
function in the differential equation gives the following condition for elastic 
buckling 
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The non trivial solution is given by 
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Minimization of kσ with respect to m , n , a  and b  shows that kσ  is equal to 4 for 
1n =  and m a b=  is an integer. When the aspect ratio ( a b ) increases, the 
buckling load coefficient kσ  approaches four independent on the aspect ratio being 
an integer or not. 
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6.1.2.2 Stowell’s theory 
The elastic critical stress is only valid if the material response is elastic until 
buckling occurs. If strain hardening is neglected a plate is not capable of carrying a 
stress larger than the yield stress. Thus, as with the axial loaded columns, a 
transition curve is required. 
 
For thick plates a plastic collapse will occur at a critical stress , ,
el
cr pl cr plσ σ< . The 
Stowell theory is based on Shanley’s approach for inelastic columns, where it is 
assumed that there is no strain reversal. In addition to the two assumptions made 
for the elastic buckling of a thin plate, the following three assumptions have been 
made 
 
iii. The plate material is continuous and isotropic. 
iv. The principal axes of plastic stress and strain coincide at all times. 
v. The volume of the material remains constant. This assumption requires that 
Poisson’s ratio must increase from its elastic value of ca. 0.3 to the value of 
0.5 for the plastic condition. 
 
According to the Stowell theory the inelastic buckling stress of a plate can be 
expressed as 
 , ,
St el
cr pl S cr plσ η σ=  (6-31) 
where 
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 (6-32) 
In the elastic region t sE E E= =  and the buckling stress according to Stowell 
theory is equal to the elastic buckling stress for a plate, if the Poisson’s ratio 
0.3ν = . 
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Langseth and Hopperstad (1996) proposed a modification of the Stowell theory to 
take post-buckling strength into account. For a 6060-T6 alloy they found that a 
plate is fully effective for 1.2λ < . As the sidewalls in the present extrusions have a 
reduced slenderness ratio in the range of 0.48 – 1.13, post-buckling strength has not 
been considered when comparing the results with the Stowell theory. 
 
In Figure 6-6 the results from members collapsing in a progressive buckling mode 
in the quasi-static experiments have been compared with elastic plate buckling 
theory and Stowell theory. 
 
6.2 Comparison with analytical formulas and Eurocode 9 
In this section the maximum force found in the quasi-static tests and the mean force 
from the quasi-static and dynamic tests have been compared with 
theoretical/empirical models and Eurocode 9 (2004). 
 
6.2.1 Mean force and energy absorption 
In order to compare the mean force and thus the energy absorption in members 
collapsing in progressive buckling mode the structural effectiveness η  is defined 
by 
 1/mP Asη =  (6-33) 
where mP  is the mean axial crushing force taken at a crushing distance equal to δ  
in the quasi-static tests and bw  in the dynamic tests, A  is the cross-sectional area 
and 1s  is a characteristic stress. If 1 0s s= , where 0s  is the plastic flow stress for a 
perfect plastic material, the axial force required to cause uniform plastic 
deformation is then given by 0As . The structural effectiveness 0mP Asη =  is then 
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a ratio between the mean crushing load and the squash load. To take into account 
the strain hardening of the material, 1s  is here defined as 
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 (6-34) 
when using the engineering stress-strain curve. The strain ue  is taken at maximum 
engineering stress.  
 
The solidity ratio φ  is defined as (Jones, 1989) 
 / cA Aφ =  (6-35) 
where cA  is the area enclosed by the cross-section. For a thin-walled quadratic 
cross-section with constant wall thickness the solidity ratio is given by 
 24 / 4 /bh b h bφ = =  (6-36) 
For quasi-static progressive buckling of a square tubes, the relationship between η  
and φ , can be expressed as follows (Jones, 1989) 
 2 / 31.3η φ=  (6-37) 
The relation between the structural effectiveness and solidity ratio given in 
Equation (6-37) is found from equating the internal energy consumed in one 
complete layer of lobes to the external work done by the mean axial crushing force. 
This expression is then minimized to give the mean axial crushing force (Jones, 
1989). The structural effectiveness is then found using Equation (6-33).  
 
Figure 6-2 shows the structural effectiveness vs. solidity ratio for the quasi-static 
tests. The structural effectiveness is an increasing function of the solidity ratio for 
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members collapsing in progressive buckling. As can be seen from Figure 6-2, good 
agreement was observed between the test results and the analytical prediction given 
by Equation (6-37) (Jones, 1989).  
 
At 13 m/s the members experienced an increase in structural effectiveness in the 
range of 4-13 %, compared to the quasi-static tests, see Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3a. 
The increase in structural effectiveness was increasing for decreasing solidity ratio, 
i.e. the most thin-walled members experienced a relatively larger increase in 
structural effectiveness than the members with high wall thickness. The strain rate 
sensitivity in aluminium is relatively small (Enjalbert, 2003) indicating that the 
increase in structural effectiveness is mainly due to inertia forces. 
 
The members collapsing in the progressive buckling mode did not experience any 
increase in structural effectiveness when the impact velocity was increased from 
13 m/s to 20 m/s, see Figure 6-3b.  
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Figure 6-2. Quasi-static tests. Structural effectiveness vs. solidity ratio. 
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b) 0v = 20 m/s 
Figure 6-3 Impact tests. Structural effectiveness vs. solidity ratio. 
 
The analytical formula given by Jones (1989), Equation (6-37), is only valid for 
quasi-static progressive buckling. There is, however, a modified version where 
strain rate effects but not inertia effects are taken into account (Jones, 1989). 
Hanssen et al. (2000), however, suggested the following expression for the mean 
force which takes into account the impact velocity 0v  and thus the inertia forces set 
up in the profile during axial crushing 
 
1 2
0 1 3 5 3 20
0 0
0
13.06 1 mavg m ine
bF b h C v
h
ρσ σ
   = +     
 (6-38) 
Here ineC  is an experimentally determined dynamic amplification factor and 0ρ  is 
the density of the extrusion material. By introducing the expressions for the solidity 
ratio and the structural effectiveness, Equation (6-38) can be rewritten as 
 
1 2
2 3 20
0
0
41.3 1 ineC v
ρη φ φ σ
   = +     
 (6-39) 
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According to Hanssen et al. (2000) the factor ineC  is equal to 0.66 for extrusions 
collapsing with 4 or more lobes. 
 
Figure 6-3 shows as expected that the analytical formula given by Jones (1989) 
somewhat underestimates the structural effectiveness for members collapsing by 
progressive buckling at an impact velocity of 13 m/s. The structural effectiveness 
for members with wall thicknesses of 2.0 mm ( 0.097φ = ), 2.5 mm ( 0.12φ = ), and 
3.5 mm ( 0.17φ = ) is somewhat overestimated when using the expression given in 
Equation (6-39), while a very good estimate of the structural effectiveness is found 
for members with wall thickness of 4.5 mm ( 0.22φ = ). 
 
Figure 6-4 considers each wall thickness and shows the ratio between the energy 
absorbed at transition ( TE ) and the corresponding energy at bottoming out ( PE ) as 
a function of the corresponding displacement ratio ( 0.73Tw L ).  
 
As expected the energy and displacement ratio are related by a straight line where 
* 0.73T P m m TE E P P w L= = . *mP  is defined in Chapter 4. The main conclusion that 
can be drawn from Figure 6-4 is that for members collapsing in a transition 
between progressive and global buckling the energy absorption is very dependent 
on the time of the transition. If the transition occurs at a late stage, the energy 
absorption will be almost as high as for the members collapsing in a progressive 
buckling mode. Further, the figure shows that the deformation at transition is 
increased when increasing the impact velocity due to inertia forces. This prevents 
the early transition from progressive to global buckling. As a reference, the energy 
ratios for members collapsing in global buckling mode have been plotted in Figure 
6-4. As can be seen, there is a significant reduction in energy absorption when 
global buckling occurs. 
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Figure 6-4 Relative energy absorption vs. “time” of transition. 
 
6.2.2 Buckling of columns 
The peak force of the members collapsing in a direct global mode in the quasi-
static tests is now compared with analytical formulas and Eurocode 9. The relation 
between the dimensionless Euler critical stress and the reduced slenderness can be 
expressed as (cf. Section 6.1.1.1) 
 2
0.2
1Ecr
k
σ
σ λ=  (6-40) 
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From Section 6.1.1.2 and Equation (6-3) the buckling stress according to the 
tangent modulus theory is given by (Gaylord jr and Gaylord, 1972) 
 
,
2
0.2
1pl tcr t
k
E
E
σ
σ λ=  (6-41) 
According to the double modulus theory, see Section 6.1.1.3 and Equation (6-10), 
the dimensionless buckling stress is given by 
 
,
2
0.2
1pl dcr r
k
E
E
σ
σ λ=  (6-42) 
where the double modulus rE  is given by Equation (6-9). The tangent modulus is 
calculated from the parameterized stress-strain curve given by Equation (2-4). In 
the calculation of tE  the results from tensile tests in the 0° direction for test 
specimens with wall thickness 3.5 mm were used.  
 
In Equations (6-40), (6-41) and (6-42), no effect of initial geometrical 
imperfections and residual stresses are taken into account. However, measurements 
have shown that the geometrical imperfections and residual stresses in extrusions 
are small (Mazzolani, 1985). Thus, Equations (6-40), (6-41) and (6-42) may give 
good estimates of the global buckling resistance of extruded members in 
aluminium. 
 
Eurocode 9 (EC9) “Design of aluminium structures” (2004) gives design rules for 
the ultimate resistance of members and plated structures. For axially loaded tubes 
the design buckling resistance is given as 
 , 0 1/b Rd eff mN A fκχ γ=  (6-43) 
Here, χ  is the reduction factor for flexural buckling, effA  is the effective area 
allowing local buckling of class 4 elements, κ  is a reduction factor that accounts 
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for the weakening effects due to welding and 0f  is the characteristic stress equal to 
0.2σ . For unwelded sections κ  is equal to 1.0. The reduction factor χ  is a function 
of the non-dimensional slenderness, i.e. 
 
2 2
1
k
χ ϕ ϕ λ= + −  (6-44) 
 ( ) 200.5 1 k kϕ α λ λ λ = + − +   (6-45) 
Here, α is an imperfection factor for heat-treated members and 0λ  is the limit of 
the horizontal plateau (i.e. 1χ <  for 0kλ λ> ) (Eurocode 9, 2004). For the actual 
case 0.2α =  and 0 0.1λ = . 
 
In the quasi-static tests the lower end of the member is clamped while the upper 
end is prevented from sideways movement by friction between the member and the 
rigid steel plate used to apply the load. Rotation of the upper end is negligible until 
buckling occurs. Thus, the specimens have been considered as clamped at both 
ends when the buckling length was estimated ( 0.5kL L= ). 
 
In Figure 6-5 the results from the quasi-static tests have been compared with the 
tangent and double modulus theories and Eurocode 9 when 1 1.0mγ = . The results 
from the quasi-static tests are a little higher than the values given by the tangent 
and double modulus theories. As expected, the design code gives conservative 
estimates of the buckling strength. All the quasi-static tests are well within the 
plastic region.  
 
As can be seen from the Figure 6-5, the agreement between the test results and the 
analytical formulas is very good. The design code gives conservative values for the 
buckling stress.  
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Figure 6-5 Quasi-static tests. Column buckling stress vs. slenderness. 
 
6.2.3 Local buckling 
The peak force of the members collapsing in a progressive buckling mode and in 
transition from progressive to global buckling is compared with analytical formulas 
in the following. Due to the axisymmetric folding mode, the sidewalls of the 
extrusions have been modelled as long imperfection-free, simply-supported plates. 
Li and Reid (1990) investigated the buckling behaviour of axially loaded square 
tubes by taking the realistic edge conditions into account. Based on their 
calculations the tubes in the present study will have a buckling factor kσ  in the 
range 3.85 – 4 with the lowest value occurring for h = 4.5 mm. However, for 
design purposes it is convenient to use kσ = 4, which will be used in the following. 
The elastic buckling stress of a plate is as previously shown given by (cf. Section 
6.1.2.1) 
 ( )
22
, 212 1
el
cr pl
m
E hk
bσ
πσ ν
 =  −  
 (6-46) 
where mb b h= − . The reduced slenderness ratio for the plate is given by (Langseth 
and Hopperstad, 1996) 
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 0.2 0.21 11.04
1.92
m m
p
b b
h E h Ekσ
σ σλ = =  (6-47) 
Stowell’s classical formula has been used to calculate the critical stress (cf. Section 
6.1.2.2), i.e.  
 
,, cr pl
St el
cr pl sσ η σ=  (6-48) 
 0.5 0.25 1 3s ts
s
E E
E E
η    = + +     
 (6-49) 
where sE  is the secant modulus. 
 
The local buckling resistance of the cross-section according to Eurocode 9 (2004) 
is given by 
 , 0 1/b Rd e mN A f γ= ⋅  (6-50) 
 ( )4e effA b h h= −  (6-51) 
 eff ch h ρ= ⋅  (6-52) 
where the effective cross-sectional area, eA , accounts for the reduced thickness, 
effh , of class 4 elements. cρ  is a local buckling coefficient used to factor down the 
thickness of all class 4 elements that are wholly or partly in compression. 
 
In Figure 6-6 the results from the quasi-static tests have been compared with elastic 
plate buckling theory, Stowell theory and Eurocode 9. 
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Figure 6-6 Quasi-static tests. Local buckling stress vs. slenderness. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 6-6, the quasi-static test results are scattered around the 
predictions using the Stowell theory. However, the variation in critical stress for 
the quasi-static tests is relatively large, which implies that the estimated capacity 
after Eurocode 9 gives non-conservative results for some of the tested components. 
The reason for this variation is not clear and further studies are required. 
 
6.3 Analytical models for predicting the collapse mode 
The energy absorption is extremely dependent on the collapse mode, thus it is 
important to be able to predict the mode of deformation of axially loaded thin-
walled extrusions. In this section analytical models used to predict the collapse 
mode will be presented. 
 
Ideally an analytical model should be able to deal with both quasi-static and 
dynamic loading. However, the response of dynamically loaded extrusions is very 
complicated. A fundamental change in response was observed in the dynamic tests 
compared to the quasi-static tests. The change in response is related to inertia 
caused by global and local buckling of the members. Due to this complex response, 
the dynamic case was omitted in this study.  
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6.3.1 Progressive and global buckling 
A simplified model was first presented by Abramowicz and Jones (1997). This 
model considers progressive and direct global buckling. The model is valid for 
axially loaded thin-walled extrusions collapsing in both the elastic and plastic 
region. 
 
It is assumed that progressive buckling is initiated by plate buckling in the 
extrusion walls and global buckling is initiated by column buckling. For a given 
local slenderness of the plate elements a progressive buckling load can be 
calculated. As long as this load is smaller than the global buckling load, 
progressive buckling will occur. When the global slenderness is increased, the 
global buckling load will decrease, and global buckling will occur when the global 
slenderness reaches a critical value. Thus, for a given local slenderness a 
corresponding critical global slenderness can be found, see Figure 6-7. 
 
If the plate and column buckling loads are the same for a column with a given 
cross-section, an increase in length will lead to global buckling. 
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Figure 6-7 Plate and column buckling loads. 
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Abramowicz and Jones (1997) considered a simple supported column. The 
columns in this study, however, were assumed to be clamped at both ends, thus the 
calculations by Abramowicz and Jones (1997) were adjusted to allow for these 
boundary conditions. 
 
6.3.1.1 Transition between local and global buckling in the elastic range 
In the following a distinction is made between elastic plate buckling ,
el
cr plσ  and 
Euler, or column buckling, Ecrσ . The elementary theoretical condition that separates 
the two regions is given by 
 ,
el E
cr pl crσ σ=  (6-53) 
Provided that the interaction between local and global buckling is neglected, the 
stress when global buckling takes place for a perfect column fully clamped at both 
ends is given by 
 
2
2
4E
cr
EI
AL
πσ =  (6-54) 
When assuming b h , the cross-sectional area and second moment of area can be 
written as 
 4A bh≈  (6-55) 
 32
3
I b h≈  (6-56) 
As shown in Section 6.1.2.1, the buckling stress for a thin, imperfection-free, 
simply supported, square, elastic plate can be written as 
 ( )
22
, 2
4
12 1
el
cr pl
E h
b
πσ ν
 =  −    (6-57) 
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Introducing Equations (6-54), (6-55), (6-56) and (6-57) into Equation (6-53), the 
critical global slenderness ratio as a function of the local slenderness ratio can be 
written as 
 ( )22 1
cr
L b
b h
ν   = −        (6-58) 
For most metals, including aluminium the Poisson’s ratio ν  is equal to 0.3 giving 
the following linear relation for the critical global slenderness in the elastic range  
 1.35
cr
L b
b h
   ≈        (6-59) 
i.e. the critical global slenderness is a linear function of the local slenderness. 
 
6.3.1.2 Transition between local and global buckling in the plastic range 
In the plastic range, the theoretical condition that separates local and global 
buckling is 
 ,
pl pl
cr pl crσ σ=  (6-60) 
Using the tangent modulus theory, the critical plastic buckling stress of a perfect 
column, fully clamped at both ends, is as shown in Section 6.1.1.2 and given by 
 
2
2
4pl t
cr
E I
AL
πσ =  (6-61) 
The critical plastic buckling stress for an imperfection-free, simply supported plate 
is given by (Abramowicz and Jones, 1997) 
 
22
, 2 1 39
pl t
cr pl s
s
E hE
E b
πσ   = + +     
 (6-62) 
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Solving Equation (6-60) for the critical global slenderness using Equations (6-61) 
and (6-62), the following relation is obtained 
 6 /
2 1 3 /
t s
cr t s
E EL b
b hE E
   =   + +     (6-63) 
The stress-strain behaviour of the column material can be expressed using a power-
type stress-strain relation 
 0
0
,
n
y
εσ σ ε εε
 = ≥  
 (6-64) 
Using Equation (6-64) the tangent modulus, the secant modulus and the ratio 
between the tangent and secant modulus can be expressed as follows 
 
1
0 0
n
y
t
n
E
σ ε
ε ε
− =   
 (6-65) 
 
1
0 0
n
y
sE
σ ε
ε ε
− =   
 (6-66) 
 t
s
E n
E
=  (6-67) 
The critical global slenderness can now be expressed as 
 6
2 1 3cr
L n b
b hn
   =   + +     (6-68) 
Equation (6-68) indicates that the response is very dependent on the hardening 
parameter n . Figure 6-8 shows the variation of the slope of Equation (6-68) as a 
function of the hardening parameter n . 
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Figure 6-8 Influence from the hardening parameter n. 
 
The power-type stress-strain relation is not able to give an accurate description of 
both the small and large strain part of the stress-strain curve of a typical T6 
material. Since buckling occurs at relatively low levels of plastic strains, the 
material hardening parameter is determined for corresponding strain levels. Based 
on the material tests presented in Section 2, a hardening parameter n equal to 0.043 
was chosen, which will give the following relation between the critical global 
slenderness and local slenderness 
 0.29
cr
L b
b h
   =        (6-69) 
As in the elastic region, a linear relation is observed between the critical global 
slenderness and the local slenderness but the slope is significantly lower, especially 
for materials with little strain hardening. 
 
6.3.1.3 Limits of the elastic and plastic region 
The critical aspect ratio, b h , that separates the elastic and plastic response of the 
plate can be obtained from 
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 ,
el
cr pl yσ σ=  (6-70) 
where ,
el
cr plσ  is given by Equation (6-57). Here the yield stress, yσ , is taken as the 
0.2σ  proof stress. The critical aspect ratio is given by 
 ( )
2
23 1cr y
b E
h
π
σν
  =  −   (6-71) 
Introducing E  = 70 000 N/mm2, ν  = 0.3 and 0.2σ  = 200 MPa (typical values for 
aluminium alloy 6060-T6), Equation (6-71) reads 
 35.55
cr
b
h
  =    (6-72) 
The Euler formula for elastic buckling is assumed valid until the axial compressive 
force, P , reaches the squash load yP Aσ= . Thus the critical aspect ratio ( )crL b , 
separating the elastic and plastic global buckling regions, is given by 
 22
3cr y
L E
b
π σ
  =    (6-73) 
 48
cr
L
b
  ≈    (6-74) 
 
6.3.1.4 Summary 
The result from Equations (6-59), (6-69), (6-72) and (6-74) are summarized in 
Figure 6-9. The plot shows what type of response is expected for different 
combinations of local and global slenderness. 
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Figure 6-9 Areas with global and local elastic and plastic buckling. 
 
In Section 6.3.1.6 the analytical model will be compared with the experimental 
results.  
 
6.3.1.5 Modification of the model proposed by Abramowicz and Jones 
In the model proposed by Abramowicz and Jones (1997) there is a leap in critical 
global slenderness when going from the plastic to the elastic region. This is due to 
the characteristics of the chosen material model. Abramowicz and Jones (1997) 
used a power type stress-strain relation, see Equation (6-64), in which d dσ ε  is a 
discontinuous function when going from elastic to the plastic material behaviour. 
In this section the Ramberg-Osgood strain hardening model given by 
 0
0.2
m
E
σ σε ε σ
 = +   
 (6-75) 
will be used. The hardening is roughly the same for both models if the hardening 
parameters are related by 
 1m n=  (6-76) 
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Tangent modulus theory and Stowell theory are used for column buckling and plate 
buckling respectively. If buckling occurs in the elastic range, the buckling stress 
according to the tangent modulus theory will be the same as the buckling stress 
according to Euler theory. The same applies to the Stowell and elastic plate 
buckling theory if Poisson’s ratio 0.3ν = . 
 
Using Equations (6-30), (6-31) and (6-32) the local slenderness can be expressed as 
 ( )
2
23 1S
b E
h
πη σ ν
  =  −   (6-77) 
where Sη  is given by Equation (6-32). Using the tangent modulus theory for the 
global buckling of the fully clamped column, the slenderness of the column can be 
expressed as follows 
 
24 tEπλ σ=  (6-78) 
Assuming thin-walled cross-sections and disregarding second and higher order 
thickness contributions, the length width ratio can be written as 
 
6
L
b
λ=  (6-79) 
When using the Ramberg-Osgood strain hardening model, it is not possible to find 
a closed form solution like the one found by Abramowicz and Jones (1997) in the 
previous section.  
 
For a given stress, the tangent and secant moduli can be calculated from Equation 
(6-75) Subsequently Equations (6-77), (6-78) and (6-79) can be used to calculate 
local and global slenderness pairs where transition from progressive to global 
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buckling will occur. The calculated critical global slenderness is plotted in Figure 
6-10. 
 
As can be seen from the figure the modified Abramowicz and Jones model gives a 
smother transition from the elastic to plastic range. 
 
6.3.1.6 Comparison with experimental results. 
In Figure 6-11 the analytical models are compared with the experimental results. 
Only the experimental results for thicknesses where the column collapsed in 
progressive or global mode are included. Thus, the results for columns with wall 
thicknesses 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm are omitted, as these columns collapsed in either a 
progressive mode or a transition mode. 
 
The model presented by Abramowitz and Jones (1997) gives conservative 
estimates of the critical global buckling length. However, when the local 
slenderness is increased the model be very conservative. The modified model, 
however, is non conservative for the lowest local slenderness, but seems to capture 
the physical behaviour better than the Abramowitz and Jones model. 
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Figure 6-10 Modified Abramowicz and Jones. 
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Figure 6-11 Comparison of experimental results and analytical model. 
 
6.3.2 An analytical approach to the transition from progressive to global 
buckling of thin-walled columns. 
In the previous model it is assumed that if a member starts with progressive 
buckling, it will continue with progressive buckling and no transition to global 
buckling will occur. The experimental tests, however, showed that this assumption 
is only correct for the most thick-walled members subjected to quasi-static loading. 
 
In this section a simplified analytical model for predicting the transition from 
progressive to global buckling will be presented. Focus is placed on describing the 
effects, not on giving an accurate quantitative estimate of the critical global 
slenderness where a transition from progressive to global buckling occurs. 
 
Figure 6-12a shows a column subjected to an axial load mN . It is assumed that the 
column will start to collapse progressively and any transition to global buckling 
will take place after some axial deformation.  
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a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
Figure 6-12 Column under axial loading. 
 
A bottoming out length of 0.27L  is used in the following, which gives a 
deformation, w , at bottoming out of 0.73L . For an axially loaded column 
collapsing progressively the following kinematic relations can be established, see 
Figure 6-12b: 
 ( )10.73w w L= +  (6-80) 
 1
0.27 0.37
0.73
L w w= =  (6-81) 
 ( ) ( )2 1 0.37 1.37L L L w L w w L w= − + = − + = −  (6-82) 
 1 2L L L L w= + = −  (6-83) 
L 
δ  
w
L1 
L2 
N = Nm 
L 
EI 
EI 
z, u 
x  
L 
N 
EI 
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Here, w  is the deformation, L  is the initial length, 1L  is the length of the 
progressively deformed part of the column, 2L  is the length of the un-deformed 
part and L  is the total length. 
 
Assuming the column is clamped at both ends, the lateral deflection can be 
approximated by 
 ( )1 1 2cos2 2 xu Lπδ  = −    (6-84) 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the compressed part has a bending stiffness EI , 
which for simplicity is assumed not to be influenced by the axial load. 
 
6.3.2.1 Behaviour of partly compressed column 
The global buckling load of a column with varying bending stiffness will now be 
calculated. It is assumed that the column in Figure 6-12b has a bending stiffness 
EI  in the upper part ( )10 x L< <  and EI  in the lower part ( )1L x L< <  and total 
deflections, see Figure 6-12c, given by Equation (6-84). 
 
Neglecting the energy due to axial strains the internal elastic energy of the 
deflected column can be expressed as 
 
1
1
2 2
, ,
0
1 1
2 2
L L
xx xx
L
U EI u dx EI u dx= ⋅ + ⋅∫ ∫  (6-85) 
Introducing Equation (6-84) gives 
 
4
2 *
3U EIL
π δ=  (6-86) 
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Here *EI  is defined as 
 * 1 1 1 14 41 1sin 1 sin
4 4
L L L LEI EI EI
L L L L
π π
π π
      = + + − −              (6-87) 
The potential of the external axial load, N , reads 
 ( )2,
02
L
x
NH N u dx= − ∆ = − ∫  (6-88) 
 
2
2
4
NH
L
π δ= −  (6-89) 
For equilibrium 
 ( ) 0U Hδ + =  (6-90) 
 
4 2
*
3 4
NEI
L L
π πδ δ=  (6-91) 
 
2 *
2
4
cr
EIN
L
π=  (6-92) 
For an un-deformed and fully compressed column, respectively, the total length, 
bending stiffness and critical load are given by 
 
2
1 *
2
2
0 4,  cr
L w EIEI EI N
L L L L
π= =  ⇒ = == =   (6-93) 
 
2
*
1 2
4, cr
EIL L EI EI N
L
π= ⇒ = =  (6-94) 
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As can be seen from Equation (6-93), the critical load is correctly estimated 
compared to the value given by Bergan and Syvertsen (1977). This is because the 
energy method will give correct values when the correct deflection is assumed. 
Using the same procedure the buckling load for a partly compressed column 
clamped at one end and free to rotate at the other and for a simply supported 
column can be calculated. 
 
6.3.2.2 Bending stiffness of crushed column 
In order to calculate the critical load given by Equation (6-92) it is necessary to 
find an expression for the bending stiffness, EI , of the deformed part of the 
column. Several different possibilities exist for determining this bending stiffness, 
i.e. experimentally/numerically by doing bending tests on a column that has 
collapsed progressively, or analytically by considering the shape of the deformed 
cross-section. The analytical approach is very complicated since the cross-section 
is changing along the length of the deformed column. Thus it was chosen to 
determine the bending stiffness of the progressively deformed part of the column 
using numerical simulations.  
 
Accordingly, numerical simulations of thin-walled extrusions collapsing 
progressively were carried out. Four different thicknesses with initial length 
640 mm were investigated. The deformed geometries were used in series of new 
simulations. In one series with wall thickness 2.0 mm, different axial force levels 
were applied together with end rotation, see Figure 6-13. 
 
Figure 6-13 Rotation of deformed coumn. 
 
 
Nm 
M M 
θ
L 
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These simulations were performed to check if the bending stiffness was influenced 
by the axial load level. In the analytical model the partly compressed column is 
assumed to deform progressively subjected to a constant axial load equal to 
mN .Thus the bending stiffness of the compressed part of the column subjected to a 
constant axial load had to be established. The numerical simulations showed, 
however, that the bending stiffness was not influenced by the axial load, see Figure 
6-14a. Thus in the second series of simulations with wall thickness 2.5 mm, 
3.5 mm and 4.5 mm the axial force was kept equal to mN , where mN  is the mean 
force level when the column collapses progressively. 
 
In Figure 6-14 moment-rotation curves for compressed columns with different 
thicknesses are presented. The moment-rotation relation for simply supported 
columns with concentrated end moment at both ends are given by 
 2EIM
L
θ=  (6-95) 
Using Equation (6-95) the bending stiffness of the progressively deformed column 
can be found as a function of the thickness. A validation test on an undeformed 
column was performed to check the validity of the simulations. A very good 
agreement was found between the bending stiffness found analytically and from 
Equation (6-95). Based on the numerical simulations the reduction in bending 
stiffness can be expressed as 
 EIEI k EI=  (6-96) 
where EIk  is a reduction factor that is dependent on the wall-thickness in the 
extrusions. The calculated reduction factor for the different thicknesses is presented 
in Table 6-1 
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d) h = 4.5 mm. 
Figure 6-14 Moment-rotation relation for compressed columns with different thickness.  
 
Table 6-1 Bending stiffness of deformed column. 
h   2.0 mm 2.5 mm 3.5 mm 4.5 mm 
EI  [Nm2] 44313 54349 73240 90623 
EI  [Nm2] 2030 3080 5880 9380 
EIk  [-] 0.0458 0.0567 0.0803 0.1035 
 
Based on the results from the numerical simulations presented in Table 6-1 it was 
found that EIk  is proportional to the thickness. Using the method of least squares 
the following expression was found for the reduction factor EIk  
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 1 10.023 0.0002 0.023EIk h hmm mm
= ⋅ ⋅ − ≈ ⋅ ⋅  (6-97) 
where h  is the thickness in mm. 
 
6.3.2.3 Procedure for calculation of the critical length 
A similar procedure as the one used in Section 6.3.1 is adopted to calculate the 
critical global slenderness where a transition from progressive buckling to global 
buckling occurs. However, in this model progressive buckling is not governed by 
plate buckling in the extrusion walls. A column collapsing progressively will 
deform with a force-deformation history similar to the one given in Figure 4-1b. As 
can be seen from the figure the force level oscillates around a mean force level. 
However, for simplicity it is assumed that the column will collapse progressively at 
a constant force level mN  given by  
 ( )
1 3 2
1
.
13.06
4
m
prog
s b h hN
A bh
σ = =  (6-98) 
where 1s  is given by Equation (6-34). In these analyses the column is assumed to 
be clamped at both ends. This gives a buckling length of 0.5L  thus the critical 
global buckling stress for the partly compressed column is found from Equation 
(6-92) and given by 
 
2 *
2
4
4
cr
global
N EI
A L bh
πσ = =  (6-99) 
It is assumed that the column will start to buckle progressively and continue to do 
so if the progressive stress level given by Equation (6-98) is less than the stress 
level required for global buckling given by Equation (6-99).  
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The following procedure is used for calculating the critical global slenderness as a 
function of the local slenderness. For a given local slenderness the stress required 
for progressive buckling is calculated using Equation (6-98). Using the same width 
and thickness the global buckling stress is calculated as follows. A relatively short 
initial length is chosen, the column is given a small deformation and the buckling 
stress according to Equation (6-99) is calculated. If the column buckling stress is 
larger than the progressive buckling stress the column will collapse progressively, 
the deformation is increased successively until a transition to global buckling 
occurs or the column is fully compressed. If the column is compressed completely 
and no transition to global buckling occurred, the initial length will be increased 
and the procedure of increasing the deformation is repeated. The initial length is 
increased until a transition from progressive to global buckling occurs. When the 
critical global slenderness is found the local slenderness is increased and the 
procedure is repeated. 
 
6.3.2.4 Comparison with experimental results. 
In Figure 6-15 the results from the quasi-static tests are compared to the analytical 
model. The critical buckling length for columns with three different boundary 
conditions is presented in the figure. 
 
As can be seen from the figure the critical buckling lengths estimated by the 
analytical model significantly overestimates the critical buckling length found in 
the experimental tests. In the analytical model the progressive buckling is assumed 
not to introduce any obliqueness or load eccentricity to the partly compressed 
column. In the experimental tests, however, it was observed that the new lobes 
sometimes formed “off-centre”. This will introduce imperfections and load 
eccentricity, which will decrease the stability of the partly compressed column. In 
addition, the column is assumed to collapse progressively at a constant force level 
equal to the mean force given by Equation (6-98). However, as can be seen from 
Figure 4-1 the force level oscillates as the column collapses progressively. 
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Figure 6-15 Comparison between experimental results and analytical model 
 
6.3.3 Alternative approach to the transition from progressive to global 
buckling 
In this section an alternative approach to the transition from progressive to global 
buckling will be presented. In Section 6.3.2 the column is assumed to be perfectly 
straight. In the model that will be presented in this section initial imperfections are 
included. In the experimental tests it was observed that the lobes in some tests 
formed “of-centre”, an attempt to include this is done by letting the imperfections 
increase with the deformation of the column. 
 
For simplicity an axially loaded simple supported partly compressed column with 
initial imperfections given by Equation (6-11) will be considered. The total 
deflection can be expressed as (cf. Section 6.1.1.4) 
 0
1 EN N
δδ = −  (6-100) 
Here EN  is the Euler buckling load for a partly compressed column given by 
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2 *
2cr
EIN
L
π=  (6-101) 
where L  is the total length of the partly compressed column defined by 
Equation (6-83). *EI  for a simply supported column can be calculated using the 
same procedure as in Section 6.3.2.1 
 * 1 1 1 12 21 1sin 1 sin
2 2
L L L LEI EI EI
L L L L
π π
π π
      = − + − +              (6-102) 
It is assumed that the axial load is constant and equal to mN  which will give a 
moment in the column equal to 
 sin sin
1m m m m E
x xM N u N N
L N N L
π δ πδ    = ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅   −     (6-103) 
If the moment given by Equation (6-103) exceeds the moment capacity of the 
cross-section, a transition from progressive to global buckling will occur. In the 
undeformed part of the column, a linear interaction between the moment and the 
axial load is assumed 
 1  1 mcap p
p p p
NN M M M
N M N
 + = ⇒ = −   
 (6-104) 
To determine the moment capacity of the compressed part of the column, 
10 x L≤ ≤ , the moment-rotation relationship for mN N=  is establish as described 
in Section 6.3.2.2. The capacity is taken when “yielding” takes place, i.e. 
cap yM M= .  
 
The procedure described in Section 6.3.2.3 is used to calculate the critical length, 
only with a different transition criterion, i.e. capM M≥ . 
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In the experimental tests it was observed that the new lobes sometimes formed 
“off-centre”. This will introduce imperfections and load eccentricity, which will 
decrease the stability of the partly compressed column.  
 
To account for the imperfections and the formation of lobes “off-centre” it is 
assumed that the initial imperfection amplitude will increase during the 
deformation of the column. It is assumed that the initial imperfection will start with 
a value equal to 00δ  and increase to 0 fδ . The increase in initial imperfection 
amplitude is given by 
 0 00 01 0.73 0.73f
w w
L L
δ δ δ = − +    (6-105) 
Here 00 1000Lδ =  and 0 100f Lδ =  has been used. The results from the model are 
very dependent on the choice of imperfections. The critical slenderness found by 
the model is especially dependent on the value chosen for 0 fδ . This value can be 
based on the measured imperfections from experimental tests, or it can be adjusted 
to calibrate for the observed response. 
 
In Figure 6-16 the model is compared with the results for members collapsing in 
either a progressive or in a transition mode. 
 
A relatively good agreement is found between the model and the experimental tests 
on columns with wall thickness 2.0 and 2.5 mm. However, the critical global 
slenderness is overestimated for members with wall thickness 3.5 mm. 
 
In the model it is assumed that the column is free to rotate at both ends. In the 
experiments the lower end of the column is clamped. The upper end is neither free 
to rotate nor clamped. The boundary conditions will have some influence on the 
critical global slenderness. 
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Figure 6-16 Comparison of experimental results and model. 
 
6.3.4 Summary 
In Figure 6-17 the results from two of the models (Section 6.3.1.5 and Section 
6.3.3) are presented together with the collapse modes observed in the quasi-static 
tests. 
 
The figure gives the collapse modes for columns with different local and global 
slenderness. Columns in the different regions in Figure 6-17a will collapse as 
follows: 
 
A. Progressive buckling. 
B. Transition from progressive to global buckling. 
C. Columns without a trigger will collapse in direct global buckling, a 
triggered column will collapse in progressive buckling mode. 
D. Columns without a trigger will collapse in direct global buckling, triggered 
columns will collapse in transition from progressive to global buckling. 
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Figure 6-17 Regions with different collapse modes. 
 
In region C and D it is assumed that a triggered specimen will not be subjected to 
direct global buckling, however, a transition from progressive to global buckling 
may occur after some deformation. A specimen in one of these regions without a 
trigger mechanism will be subjected to direct global buckling. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 6-17b the models are in relatively good agreement with 
the collapse modes observed in the experimental tests.  
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7 Conclusions and recommendations for further 
work 
7.1 Conclusions 
An experimental study has been carried out to study the behaviour of axially 
loaded extrusion. Both quasi-static and dynamic tests have been performed and the 
primary variables have been the wall thickness of the extrusions and the impact 
velocity. The experimental tests have been used to validate a numerical model 
which has been used in a parametric study on the behaviour of axially loaded 
extrusions. The results can be summarized as follows: 
 
¾ The collapse mode is very dependent on impact velocity. 
¾ An increasing critical global slenderness as a function of the local 
slenderness was found in the quasi-static tests. 
¾ At 13 m/s the critical global slenderness is increased compared to the 
quasi-static tests for members with a wall thickness of 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm 
and reduced for members with wall thicknesses of 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm. 
¾ A decreasing critical global slenderness as a function of the local 
slenderness was found in the dynamic tests with an impact velocity of 
20 m/s. 
¾ Anomalous response was observed for all slenderness ratios, i.e. different 
collapse modes were found in parallel tests with the same local and global 
slenderness. 
¾ LS-DYNA gives a relatively good description of the collapse mode found 
in the experimental tests. However, the mean force is underestimated when 
the baseline model is used. 
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¾ The mean force is increasing linearly with the impact velocity but the 
global stability will decrease and the response will be more anomalous 
when the impact velocity is increased. 
¾ The use of heat induced triggers had a positive effect on the critical 
buckling length of the extruded members. 
¾ The difference in structural effectiveness between members collapsing in a 
progressive mode and in a transition or direct global mode is increased for 
increasing solidity ratio. 
¾ The difference in structural effectiveness for members collapsing in 
different collapse modes is decreasing for increasing impact velocity. 
¾ Eurocode 9 (2004) gives conservative estimates of the buckling strength 
for members collapsing in a direct global mode. 
¾ High variation in peak load was found for members collapsing in 
progressive buckling and in transition from progressive to global buckling. 
Some of the members collapsed at a load that was lower than the design 
values given by Eurocode 9 (2004). 
¾ The analytical model for predicting progressive and global buckling gives 
a relatively good agreement with the experimental results. 
 
7.2 Recommendations for further work 
Based on the present project the following subjects need further investigation: 
 
¾ The anomalous behaviour should be studied more closely. In order to 
ensure a robust design, simulations using stochastic variations on the most 
important parameters should be performed. 
¾ More work on analytical models is required, both improving the model for 
transition and establishing a model for impact. 
¾ Effect of triggers on critical buckling length and stability should be 
validated by experimental tests. 
Conclusions and recommendations for further work 
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¾ The mean force found in the explicit numerical simulations of the impact 
tests under-estimates the mean force and the cause of this needs further 
investigation. 
¾ A relatively large variation in critical stress was found for components 
collapsing in progressive buckling mode. As a result, Eurocode 9 gave 
non-conservative predictions of the buckling capacity of the extruded 
tubes. 
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Appendix A. Material tests 
Table A-1 Material tests different thicknesses. 
Test no. 0σ  1Q  1C  2Q  2C  0 ii Qσ + ∑  0.2σ  
 [N/mm2] [/mm2] [-] [N/mm2] [-] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] 
20-1 104 46 24 97 5216 249 203 
20-2 122 47 24 81 6086 246 205 
20-3 107 46 24 93 5201 262 202 
25-1 115 68 19 79 7565 260 196 
25-2 100 67 19 93 6081 259 195 
25-3 95 65 19 99 5307 247 196 
35-1 87 50 21 110 5226 244 199 
35-2 104 49 22 92 5669 246 198 
35-3 148 49 22 48 10492 250 199 
45-1 90 47 24 114 4295 253 206 
45-2 76 47 23 129 4132 251 208 
45-3 75 47 23 129 3791 249 206 
 
Table A-2 Material tests different directions. 
Test no. 0σ  1Q  1C  2Q  2C  0 ii Qσ + ∑  0.2σ  
 [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [-] [N/mm2] [-] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] 
0-1 128 78 2749 49 21 255 208 
0-2 153 53 2179 51 19 257 207 
45-1 179 31 1201 42 20 252 209 
45-2 166 44 1621 43 19 253 209 
45-3 178 33 1413 43 19 253 210 
90-1 167 38 1764 42 20 247 206 
90-2 174 20 1347 43 20 247 204 
90-3 180 25 1142 43 20 248 204 
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Figure A-1 Stress-strain curves from different directions. 
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h = 4.5 mm 
Figure A-2 Stress-strain curves from different thicknesses. 
 
 
  
Appendix B. Quasi-static tests 
In the following tables a summary of the results together with a force-displacement 
plot and a picture of the deformed geometry will be presented. Test #, Length ( L ), 
Thickness ( h ), Deformation (δ ), Peak Force ( maxP ), Mean Force ( meanP ) and 
Collapse Mode is as defined in Table 4-1. In “Start Point” a “C” and “I” denotes 
that the deformation started at the clamped end and impacted end respectively. 
 
Comments (in the tables): 
1. Deformation started ca 15 cm from top. 
2. Deformation started ca 50 cm from the lower end. 
 
 
Test # S1 Test # S2 
Length 1280 Length 1278 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 3.5 
Deformation 76 Deformation 138 
Peak Force 267 Peak Force 207 
Mean Force 99 Mean Force 39 
Collapse Mode G Collapse Mode G 
Start point - Start point - 
Comments - 0 20 40 60 80Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 40 80 120 160
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # S3 Test # S4 
Length 959 Length 959 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 2 
Deformation 718 Deformation 725 
Peak Force 136 Peak Force 91 
Mean Force 49 Mean Force 32 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments - 0 200 400 600 800Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
20
40
60
80
100
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # S5 Test # S6 
Length 799 Length 802 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 3.5 
Deformation 236 Deformation 595 
Peak Force 267 Peak Force 216 
Mean Force 60 Mean Force 87 
Collapse Mode G Collapse Mode P 
Start point - Start point C 
Comments - 0 50 100 150 200 250Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # S7 Test # S8 
Length 799 Length 639 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 4.5 
Deformation 605 Deformation 244 
Peak Force 111 Peak Force 284 
Mean Force 50 Mean Force 75 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode G 
Start point C Start point - 
Comments - 0 200 400 600 800Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments  
0 50 100 150 200 250
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # S9 Test # S10 
Length 638 Length 800 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 2 
Deformation 446 Deformation 335 
Peak Force 148 Peak Force 100 
Mean Force 50 Mean Force 25 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode T 
Start point C Start point I 
Comments - 0 100 200 300 400 500Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments 1 
0 100 200 300 400
Displacement [mm]
0
20
40
60
80
100
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # S11 Test # S12 
Length 800 Length 720 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 2 
Deformation 610 Deformation 539 
Peak Force 146 Peak Force 94 
Mean Force 50 Mean Force 30 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point I Start point C 
Comments - 0 200 400 600 800Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600
Displacement [mm]
0
20
40
60
80
100
F
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c
e
 
[
k
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Test # S13 Test # S14 
Length 639 Length 638 
Thickness 3.5 Thickness 2 
Deformation 456 Deformation 455 
Peak Force 218 Peak Force 99 
Mean Force 85 Mean Force 35 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments - 0 100 200 300 400 500Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400 500
Displacement [mm]
0
20
40
60
80
100
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # S15 Test # S16 
Length 1280 Length 1280 
Thickness 2 Thickness 2.5 
Deformation 477 Deformation 974 
Peak Force 102 Peak Force 147 
Mean Force 23 Mean Force 49 
Collapse Mode T Collapse Mode P 
Start point - Start point C 
Comments 2 0 100 200 300 400 500Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
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c
e
 
[
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Test # S17 Test # S18 
Length 1120 Length 879 
Thickness 2 Thickness 3.5 
Deformation 900 Deformation 633 
Peak Force 96 Peak Force 201 
Mean Force 34 Mean Force 80 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point I Start point I 
Comments - 0 200 400 600 800 1000Displacement [mm]
0
20
40
60
80
100
F
o
r
c
e
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]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
50
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200
250
F
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[
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Test # S19 Test # S20 
Length 560 Length 1120 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 2.5 
Deformation 375 Deformation 860 
Peak Force 286 Peak Force 136 
Mean Force 142 Mean Force 50 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point C Start point - 
Comments - 0 100 200 300 400Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
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[
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Test # S21 Test # S22 
Length 1200 Length 1360 
Thickness 2 Thickness 2 
Deformation 962 Deformation 1081 
Peak Force 93 Peak Force 88 
Mean Force 33 Mean Force 32 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point I Start point I 
Comments - 0 200 400 600 800 1000Displacement [mm]
0
20
40
60
80
100
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 400 800 1200
Displacement [mm]
0
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40
60
80
100
F
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[
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Test # S23 Test # S24 
Length 1438 Length 1360 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 2.5 
Deformation 492 Deformation 982 
Peak Force 143 Peak Force 146 
Mean Force 43 Mean Force 50 
Collapse Mode T Collapse Mode P 
Start point I Start point I 
Comments 1 0 100 200 300 400 500Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
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c
e
 
[
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Test # S25 Test # S26 
Length 1520 Length 560 
Thickness 2 Thickness 4.5 
Deformation 1222 Deformation 375 
Peak Force 100 Peak Force 290 
Mean Force 35 Mean Force 146 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point I Start point I 
Comments - 0 400 800 1200 1600Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
F
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r
c
e
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]
 Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
F
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[
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Test # S27 Test # S28 
Length 480 Length 454 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 4.5 
Deformation 251 Deformation 223 
Peak Force 292 Peak Force 288 
Mean Force 81 Mean Force 100 
Collapse Mode G Collapse Mode G 
Start point - Start point - 
Comments - 0 100 200 300Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
F
o
r
c
e
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k
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]
 Comments - 
0 50 100 150 200 250
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
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Test # S29 Test # S30 
Length 454 Length 1040 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 3.5 
Deformation 249 Deformation 741 
Peak Force 301 Peak Force 174 
Mean Force 147 Mean Force 76 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point C Start point I 
Comments - 0 100 200 300Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
400
F
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]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
40
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120
160
200
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Test # S31 Test # S32 
Length 959 Length 1679 
Thickness 3.5 Thickness 2 
Deformation 702 Deformation 493 
Peak Force 207 Peak Force 82 
Mean Force 84 Mean Force 25 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode T 
Start point - Start point I 
Comments - 0 200 400 600 800Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
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e
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]
 Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400 500
Displacement [mm]
0
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100
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Test # S33 Test # S34 
Length 1839 Length 1200 
Thickness 2 Thickness 3.5 
Deformation 634 Deformation 398 
Peak Force 93 Peak Force 177 
Mean Force 31 Mean Force 71 
Collapse Mode T Collapse Mode T 
Start point C Start point N 
Comments - 0 200 400 600 800Displacement [mm]
0
20
40
60
80
100
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
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]
 Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
200
F
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[
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Test # S35 Test # S36 
Length 1120 Length 1520 
Thickness 3.5 Thickness 2.5 
Deformation 496 Deformation 973 
Peak Force 185 Peak Force 151 
Mean Force 66 Mean Force 51 
Collapse Mode T Collapse Mode P 
Start point I Start point I 
Comments - 0 100 200 300 400 500Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
200
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
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c
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[
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Test # S37 Test # S38 
Length 1760 Length 1680 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 2.5 
Deformation 970 Deformation 740 
Peak Force 149 Peak Force 143 
Mean Force 49 Mean Force 47 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point I Start point C 
Comments - 0 200 400 600 800 1000Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # S39 Test # S40 
Length 400 Length 1919 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 2 
Deformation 211 Deformation 233 
Peak Force 291 Peak Force 91 
Mean Force 146 Mean Force 26 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode T 
Start point C Start point I 
Comments - 0 50 100 150 200 250Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 50 100 150 200 250
Displacement [mm]
0
20
40
60
80
100
F
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c
e
 
[
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Test # S41 Test # S42 
Length 1919 Length 1840 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 2.5 
Deformation 232 Deformation 726 
Peak Force 140 Peak Force 145 
Mean Force 43 Mean Force 49 
Collapse Mode T Collapse Mode P 
Start point - Start point I 
Comments 2 0 50 100 150 200 250Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
40
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Appendix C. Dynamic tests V13 
In the following tables a summary of the results together with a force-displacement 
plot and a picture of the deformed geometry will be presented. Test #, Length ( L ), 
Thickness ( h ), Buffer distance ( bl ), Deformation ( bd ), Accuracy ( b∆ ), Mean 
Force ( meanP ) and Collapse Mode is as defined in Table 4-2. In “Start Point” a “C” 
and “I” denotes that the deformation started at the clamped end and impacted end 
respectively. 
 
Comments (in the tables): 
1. No film. 
2. Lobes start forming at both ends after some time. 
3. No force signal recorded. 
4. Load cell destroyed. 
5. Bad strain gauges. 
 
 
Test # D1-1 Test # D1-2 
Length 1598 Length 1360 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 2.5 
Buffer distance 939 Buffer distance 751 
Deformation 951 Deformation 751 
Accuracy 1.01 Accuracy 1.00 
Mean Force 51 Mean Force 57 
Collapse Mode T Collapse Mode T 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
Comments 1 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
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[
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]
Test # D1-3 Test # D1-4 
Length 1597 Length 1598 
Thickness 2 Thickness 4.5 
Buffer distance 940 Buffer distance 942 
Deformation 934 Deformation 309 
Accuracy 0.99 Accuracy - 
Mean Force 33 Mean Force 99 
Collapse Mode T Collapse Mode G 
Start point - Start point - 
Comments 1 
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
400
F
o
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[
k
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]
Test # D1-5 Test # D1-6 
Length 1359 Length 1598 
Thickness 2 Thickness 3.5 
Buffer distance 873 Buffer distance 1015 
Deformation 848 Deformation 904 
Accuracy 0.97 Accuracy 0 
Mean Force 38 Mean Force 98 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode T 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments 2 
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
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200
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[
k
N
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Test # D1-7 Test # D1-8 
Length 1358 Length 1199 
Thickness 3.5 Thickness 4.5 
Buffer distance 732 Buffer distance 684 
Deformation 705 Deformation 393 
Accuracy 0.96 Accuracy - 
Mean Force 96 Mean Force 86 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode G 
Start point C Start point - 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
400
F
o
r
c
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[
k
N
]
 
Test # D1-9 Test # D1-10
Length 799 Length 1201 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 3.5 
Buffer distance 426 Buffer distance 693 
Deformation - Deformation 680 
Accuracy - Accuracy 0.98 
Mean Force - Mean Force 94 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point I Start point C 
Comments 3  Comments 1 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D1-11 Test # D1-12
Length 798 Length 1198 
Thickness 3.5 Thickness 2 
Buffer distance 370 Buffer distance 685 
Deformation 357 Deformation 676 
Accuracy 0.97 Accuracy 0.99 
Mean Force 104 Mean Force 37 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D1-13 Test # D1-14
Length 1361 Length 1040 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 4.5 
Buffer distance 979 Buffer distance 507 
Deformation 462 Deformation - 
Accuracy 0 Accuracy - 
Mean Force 85 Mean Force - 
Collapse Mode G Collapse Mode P 
Start point - Start point - 
Comments 4 
0 100 200 300 400 500
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
400
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments 5  
Test # D1-15 Test # D1-16
Length 959 Length 1380 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 3.5 
Buffer distance 407 Buffer distance 850 
Deformation - Deformation - 
Accuracy - Accuracy - 
Mean Force - Mean Force - 
Collapse Mode G Collapse Mode P 
Start point - Start point C 
Comments 5 Comments 5  
Test # D1-17 Test # D1-18
Length 958 Length 1120 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 3.5 
Buffer distance 490 Buffer distance 690 
Deformation - Deformation 666 
Accuracy - Accuracy 0.97 
Mean Force - Mean Force 95 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments 5 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D1-19 Test # D1-20
Length 880 Length 1437 
Thickness 3.5 Thickness 2 
Buffer distance 440 Buffer distance 904 
Deformation 434 Deformation 898 
Accuracy 0.99 Accuracy 0.99 
Mean Force 91 Mean Force 39 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400 500
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D1-21 Test # D1-22
Length 1197 Length 1440 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 3.5 
Buffer distance 745 Buffer distance 925 
Deformation 736 Deformation 903 
Accuracy 0.99 Accuracy 0.98 
Mean Force 56 Mean Force 86 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
200
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D1-23 Test # D1-24
Length 1280 Length 1120 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 2.5 
Buffer distance 800 Buffer distance 696 
Deformation 787 Deformation 689 
Accuracy 0.98 Accuracy 0.99 
Mean Force 56 Mean Force 57 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D1-25 Test # D1-26
Length 1520 Length 1118 
Thickness 2 Thickness 4.5 
Buffer distance 990 Buffer distance 670 
Deformation 982 Deformation 290 
Accuracy 0.99 Accuracy 0 
Mean Force 31 Mean Force 151 
Collapse Mode T Collapse Mode T 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 100 200 300
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
400
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
Test # D1-27 Test # D1-28
Length 958 Length 878 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 4.5 
Buffer distance 527 Buffer distance 490 
Deformation 515 Deformation 221 
Accuracy 0.98 Accuracy 0 
Mean Force 159 Mean Force 90 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode G 
Start point I Start point - 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
400
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 50 100 150 200 250
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
400
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
Test # D1-29 Test # D1-30
Length 1280 Length 680 
Thickness 2 Thickness 4.5 
Buffer distance 745 Buffer distance 260 
Deformation - Deformation - 
Accuracy - Accuracy - 
Mean Force - Mean Force - 
Collapse Mode P Collapse Mode P 
Start point C Start point - 
Comments 5  Comments 5 
 
  
Appendix D. Dynamic tests V20 
In the following tables a summary of the results together with a force-displacement 
plot and a picture of the deformed geometry will be presented. Test #, Length ( L ), 
Thickness ( h ), Buffer distance ( bl ), Deformation ( bd ), Accuracy ( b∆ ), Mean 
Force ( meanP ) and Collapse Mode is as defined in Table 4-3. In “Start Point” a “C” 
and “I” denotes that the deformation started at the clamped end and impacted end 
respectively. 
 
Comments (in the tables): 
1. Missing force signal and time. 
2. Specimen was not tested. 
Test # D2-1 Test # D2-2 
Length 640 Length 639 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 3.5 
Buffer distance 355 Buffer distance 355 
Deformation 343 Deformation 345 
Accuracy 0.97 Accuracy 0.97 
Mean force 172 Mean force 102 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode P 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
400
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D2-3 Test # D2-4 
Length 639 Length 639 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 2.5 
Buffer distance 355 Buffer distance 380 
Deformation 352 Deformation 368 
Accuracy 0.99 Accuracy 0.97 
Mean force 167 Mean force 58 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode P 
Start point I Start point C 
Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
400
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
200
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D2-5 Test # D2-6 
Length 800 Length 638 
Thickness 3.5 Thickness 2 
Buffer distance 441 Buffer distance 322 
Deformation 431 Deformation 316 
Accuracy 0.98 Accuracy 0.98 
Mean force 97 Mean force 41 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode P 
Start point C Start point C 
Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400 500
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D2-7 Test # D2-8 
Length 800 Length 799 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 2.5 
Buffer distance 442 Buffer distance 462 
Deformation 430 Deformation 453 
Accuracy 0.97 Accuracy 0.98 
Mean force 161 Mean force 57 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode P 
Start point C Start point I 
Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400 500
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
400
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
Comments - 
0 100 200 300 400 500
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
200
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D2-9 Test # D2-10
Length 800 Length 959 
Thickness 2 Thickness 4.5 
Buffer distance 536 Buffer distance 541 
Deformation 530 Deformation 546 
Accuracy 0.99 Accuracy 1.01 
Mean force 42 Mean force 151 
Collapse mode T Collapse mode P 
Start point I Start point C 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
Comments - 
0 200 400 600
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D2-11 Test # D2-12
Length 960 Length 720 
Thickness 3.5 Thickness 2 
Buffer distance 588 Buffer distance - 
Deformation 588 Deformation - 
Accuracy 1.00 Accuracy - 
Mean force 95 Mean force - 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode - 
Start point C Start point - 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments 2 
 
Test # D2-13 Test # D2-14
Length 1119 Length 1120 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 3.5 
Buffer distance 707 Buffer distance 725 
Deformation 703 Deformation 724 
Accuracy 0.99 Accuracy 1.00 
Mean force 148 Mean force 91 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode P 
Start point I Start point C 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
100
200
300
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
50
100
150
200
250
F
o
r
c
e
 
[
k
N
]
 
Test # D2-15 Test # D2-16
Length 1117 Length 879 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 2 
Buffer distance 708 Buffer distance 469 
Deformation 706 Deformation 465 
Accuracy 1.00 Accuracy 0.99 
Mean force 56 Mean force 36 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode P 
Start point I Start point I 
Comments - 
0 200 400 600 800
Displacement [mm]
0
40
80
120
160
200
F
o
r
c
e
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N
]
 Comments - 
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Test # D2-17 Test # D2-18
Length 1440 Length 1437 
Thickness 3.5 Thickness 4.5 
Buffer distance 805 Buffer distance 790 
Deformation 794 Deformation 834 
Accuracy 0.99 Accuracy 1.06 
Mean force 92 Mean force 146 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode P 
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Test # D2-19 Test # D2-20
Length 1438 Length 1280 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 2.5 
Buffer distance 860 Buffer distance 620 
Deformation 480 Deformation 614 
Accuracy - Accuracy 0.99 
Mean force 59 Mean force 53 
Collapse mode T Collapse mode P 
Start point I Start point I 
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Test # D2-21 Test # D2-22
Length 1119 Length 1600 
Thickness 2 Thickness 3.5 
Buffer distance 580 Buffer distance 940 
Deformation 572 Deformation 928 
Accuracy 0.99 Accuracy 0.99 
Mean force 36 Mean force 66 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode T 
Start point - Start point - 
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Test # D2-23 Test # D2-24
Length 1602 Length 1761 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 4.5 
Buffer distance 818 Buffer distance 800 
Deformation 848 Deformation 788 
Accuracy 1.04 Accuracy 0.99 
Mean force 142 Mean force 155 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode P 
Start point C Start point C 
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Test # D2-25 Test # D2-26
Length 1440 Length 799 
Thickness 2 Thickness 2 
Buffer distance 868 Buffer distance 364 
Deformation 848 Deformation 375 
Accuracy 0.98 Accuracy 1.03 
Mean force 42 Mean force 38 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode P 
Start point I Start point I 
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Test # D2-27 Test # D2-28
Length 1359 Length 1519 
Thickness 2.5 Thickness 3.5 
Buffer distance 700 Buffer distance 980 
Deformation 684 Deformation 976 
Accuracy 0.98 Accuracy 1.00 
Mean force 56 Mean force 88 
Collapse mode T Collapse mode P 
Start point C Start point C 
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Test # D2-29 Test # D2-30
Length 1840 Length 1920 
Thickness 4.5 Thickness 4.5 
Buffer distance 805 Buffer distance 1443 
Deformation 854 Deformation 415 
Accuracy 1.06 Accuracy - 
Mean force 143 Mean force 153 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode T 
Start point C Start point C 
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Test # D2-31 Test # D2-32
Length 1760 Length 1839 
Thickness 3.5 Thickness 3.5 
Buffer distance 1100 Buffer distance 1199 
Deformation 1088 Deformation 1169 
Accuracy 0.99 Accuracy 0.97 
Mean force 89 Mean force 93 
Collapse mode P Collapse mode T 
Start point C Start point C 
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Test # D2-33 Test # D2-34
Length 1919 Length 1438 
Thickness 3.5 Thickness 2 
Buffer distance 1289 Buffer distance 840 
Deformation 1251 Deformation 822 
Accuracy 0.97 Accuracy 0.98 
Mean force 72 Mean force 31 
Collapse mode T Collapse mode T 
Start point I Start point I 
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Test # D2-35 Test # D2-36
Length 1520 Length 1279 
Thickness 2 Thickness 2 
Buffer distance 1025 Buffer distance 876 
Deformation - Deformation 535 
Accuracy - Accuracy - 
Mean force - Mean force 35 
Collapse mode T Collapse mode T 
Start point I Start point I 
Comments 1 Comments - 
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